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INTRODUCTION 
Simonson & _Brozelt, (1952, p. 357-·3-58) consider 
. 
. 
repeateci' :i.ntraindi vidual determinations of- fliclier 
fusion~. frequency (fff) to be stable over ~rE;lati vely 
---- - . -··- ·-- --- ..... ---·-·-·"· -- -
=·=· ·/·-·-c· .. ~---------,------------.'···,-~--- -long· periods_ Of time, 1wvhen fff·. is ·qete'rmined· iliid·e:r "· .- --- -- ···--~-· ........ ·-·-·,.:._ .. ~-·-·""....:9, -~---·-.:.. ............................ _...... --· 
·:. 
( .. ,.., 
'\' -
standard conditions. Over short time intervals, 
using a standard procedure, practise ef .fee ts are absent 
and intraindi victual variability non-significant. It is 
assumed that no extraordinary physi_ological stress such 
as illness or malnutrition has intervenedo A drop in 
intraindividual fff is expected after several hours of 
strenuous visual work and can be interpre~ed as a 
fatigue effect. 
• r.., • 
. - • ·:'\ 
However, Snell (1933) ··est~ablished r:that-~-exposure to · 
a 'slovvly flickering light projected on a screen produces 
a pronounced decrease in fff. In Snell's experiment, 
the subjects spent a half hour. period --of :.adaptation to 
low illumination followed by a half hour_ pe~iqg. _ 9f -·--· "·V - __ . ___ ,._...:,__·_•c P•"• ._,-,.~ -·•• • - ~ 
- •' • p • •. 
- ,_ 
exposure to slow flicker in vJl1icr1 a monocular. cff reading 
Snell, who defines 
•• ' < ' • ' \ • • • .. ' t • • 
inability of anabolic processes to proceed as rapitjly as 
""· ,( p. ·~·-·r,. 
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· .. ' -···· ----·· -- .. - . ··- -· - -· ... -··- -. . . . . --- . -
•• ,.. 'I .... - - '• • • •&· '"'4"f_l ,· .• .., ·- ...... ,, " 
-- !! 
1 ----=--
' ,..._ . 
attributed the· decrease in fff to retinal fatigue . and 
.- : . 
- C\. 
concluded that 11ratig1.1e from flicker depends on· the . 
perception of ~he flicker rather than the absol~te rate 
or alternation." ........ 
. 
./· .. · 
. -~. 
. .. ~ ., 
~ . 









- ·Simorison and Brozek~ (1952~ p·. ·363l - .. .,.,_ .. ,. __ , - .. , .. ·. ·-------·-···--' ···--·~---···---~· -~,__; ________ : ________ ~_------·: ... -•--~------------ --------···, confirmed · that· · 
exposure to a flickering light produces a pronounced 
decrease of the fffo In this experiment 9 exposure to 
coarse flicker defined as a rate of 25 flashes per 
second below the fusion frequency, produced a significant 
drop in fff within two minutes, the rrr dropping further 
until almost ten minutes of exposure had elapsed. 
Simonson and Brozek comment, "tl1e · short· duration of 
I' 
exposure seems to exclude acceptance of a ugeneral,' 
fatigue of the CNS as a basis for this pheno~enon, the 
. ' / } . 
mo~-e so as the .greatest drop occurs in the first minutes 
. of exposure,'' and suggest that the described e£fect might . 
be interpreted as an 'adaptation' phenomena. 





The f QllQwi_ng ~~-~r.iment. w.a_s _J1nd.ertaken .. with __ the. aiJD ~----------·~ ........ _. ____  
' 
of collecting,more definitive data in regard to the effects 
of exposure to coarse flicker so that the drop in fff 
d ' 
-
theory·derived from Adrian's experiments involving 
(2) 
--· 
• ,_,•·····--···-···--··-'•·"""''·-·..; ........ ...:..,,4 •• .,_,.. ._.....,.,. 








intermittent stimulation of an end_organ and nerve in the 
frog, postulates that the.characteristics of-ne!ve·and 
. i 
I 
end organ adaptation are striltingly different from fatigue 
' . 
,in that time relations differ, as adaptation develops 
- ',.-,:- 11,-·~, •. • .. ~-- .. -.•.s-- .•. -,- . ·-~ -'•. ·• •.•, -- • - •• -- ,-·. ·., •••. more·· quickly than fatigue and recovery' is. almost instant- -· - : , .· . ·. -··. ' 
. ~. 
aneous on removal of the stimulus. Adapted nerve, a nerve 
which had adapted to a state of complete unresponsiveness 
to a constant stimulus, has ability to respond instantly 
to an increase in intensity of stimulus, whereas, a 
nerve fatigued to unresponsiveness cannot be excited by 
any change in intensity of ~timulus. 
METHOD 
Ap'paratus:, An electronic instrument consisting of a glow . 
-. 
modulato·r tube and a -regul-ating mechanism, 
which allows the frequency and other properties of the 
light emitted from the glow modulator tube to be varied, 
was used for the fff deterrni11attons_Ql · ·Th~e instrument was 
placed on a desk, and the glow modulator tube was mounted. 
( 
in a fixed position on top of the carrying case housing 




' . . •• '... - Cl" Ill,- ... e,;~ -·· ....... ~~ """'~ ............ ~!"".,-r. • ., ~,-. --?!C·..flr'""11:11,C ...... ~~~---.. -
~~:::·~:::-::': _i4~-,.,~~-.. ~~-··tdne·--r:egur~ft·1ng ~eq\u})J[ent~::~li~~tlif;:~ro~m··.:available f'lr;.~Jih.e .. '*.. ...-
l. ~ A detailed description· or the instrument·· ·and it--s -.. 
operation is ·give~ in Appendix I. ~ 
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-~-'-• .--- ., ·---
r ,, .. 
. _.,_J .• ' 
experiment was ·ordinarily used as a study,. window shades 
and closed doors i1e1~e used to eliminate outdoor light as 
nn;tch as possible, and t,l1e fff determinations 1r1ere made 
' 
under artificial fluorescent lightingo Room illumination 
. 






. ·at the ~subje.ct's: po~it_ion du111ing -t.he testing approximat-ed ...... ---····---------------"---·-----------
fifteen International Candles as measured .by a Weston 
Illumination Meter, Model. 603. 
The subject was seated at the desk, his back to the 
window, and his eyes approximately eighteen inches from 
the emitted lighto This distance· was measured with a 
ruler at tl1e beginning of ·the experimental session" The 
r-
. ~xperiu1enter was seated on -the opposite side of the desk 
facing the subject and the regulating dials and switc·hes 
of the instrument. 
-~ 
Subjects: Ten male undergraquate students within an age 
range of eighteen to twenty~three years 
volunteered to act as subjects for the experiment. (The 
- .::., .·. --
-----~- ·· ·-----'-·--·· ·=·- ·- sulJjects have been assign.ed n11mbe1~s frorn. one to ten .for --- ---....,. ............. .,,.,..,._, ·-··--.,;········-····--··-·"··~······-·· 
") 
reference purposes, and are designated·_-by number in the 
f 
remainder of the paper.) Six subjects had normal vision; 
'-~I\'•,' ,,, '' ,, ,_.' ,, . '· .. ',:, ·} 
. . ~ ... 
~ . ~ • 6:·A • • ~--- ~......... •• . . tt,..-.~._,,..._ .............. JJI!! 
__ • .,., -~ ... ~ .... -,~.,... ........ ,8.,c .. ........ wi"\· ·4t·~,.,h~ .. ·~~ ... +a-·~=---'2-... ~-;.~~fltt,O····;_;-~-;·..---·;;-,.:~-j',-·~~ .. r-~-·-~~;;-. ·.at.~,::-- ~.---. . .. . . . ...--~~- ... ,· - '"':-. 
. ...... • --~ ..... t.lz-,, , ._,~-~,}VV -._w &.a...,.•u~vA ,,,,,,.,,. Q.taJ.'1rw dP't.amb P-IP·., -~' were n,...ars..ghted ~ ...an.d ·~,;.•».-· - w • ; ", ·. , 
two {~nbjects number 1 and number 6) were farsighted. 
• J • ~ 




--------~-.--., -----•-- • • M•~.··-. --... • .__••. - • •• •• -~ _., ~~---------·"'··-····-·-···---: ------- ..~0=e- ---- -· __ .., ___ , __ ·----------~· _. ~.--~ '· -
-~-
. ' 
- ,c-.,.,;·- ...-~---- ... .....:..,: .. -- J,". -- .• ,.,.,~ - • 
~., .•. -•··•a,.· ....... --~~-~--- ·-~---~ ~C--
The 
j· 
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the , ~xperime~t. · 
Procedure:. !he instrument _·:for_ det-ermining flicker fusion 
frequency was adjusted to a light:dark ratio 
- .. 
of SQ:50 and a· 4brigh~ness of 5001 
- • • 
- '. 
0 




in diameter iv-as ~ho_sen as this providecl ~L bomogenous _ . ---~ -~~- -·-·" ..... ------ ·------t-~-:-··-·-···":·,-----~ ----···-...-·--·-· .. , -:--, .... ;. --·-··-· ----"· .. ., - ·-
.. . . . '· . ,_ 
-... 
emitted light. All ff f deterniir.aations were made by the 
discontinuous method using steps of one cycle per second 
.. 
and a-one second- exposure time. Ascending fff determina-
tions were begun at exposure to a freG}uency of'thirty 
.flashes per second, and descending fff determinations 
~ 
'\. 
< _· 1 • - -~were begun at exposure to a frequency of fiftyc::,five 
flashes per secondo · As a frequency of fift,y-five flashes -
per second is a subjectively steady light, this frequency 
was also used for exposure to "steady light". "Coarae 
flickerw refers to a flicker frequency of fourteen flashes. 
per second, a readily discernible flicker. Coarse flicker 
' ' 
,. 
was operati~~ally defined as fourtee·n flashes per second 
' 
_ ~-~·this was the l0Tt1est frequency possible- .wit_h_ the. _ .. _ ..... ·, _ ------~·--·----·-·-·----,---·--
inst-rument o The starting points of thirty flasne~ per 
second foi"" a~cending' ff f determinations and fifty-five • • • • • " ' ~ ... l ( ,. ", . • • 
r---·--·-iiilui,~~-'lfr.,•~----·-- ....__.._---··-.. ~- -- -- . - _, .. ,---· - - .... ___ ... _ -~ ...... ---· ----- ..... ~~ .............. ~ ....... -- -- ,.. -· - .... -.-.~ ............. t~ ................. _,_-. -- ·- ·--- _______ ...... - - ---· ------ . . - --- - . ~· ..... -




.... _.. • •. ! 
- • • 
' ' 4'/IIIJ .............. ,.,. ... ,., ... , ... 
...,,. • • • ~ • ~ ~ i_..~ ··· ·30 ~ 1·s· l:iit ... &Yb! t:rary ~valtiE!' scaled to··the instrument 
not a conve~tional measure of brightness. - (See · I . - . \ . . Appendix I.) _ . 
__ ... . .. _______ ··-·,'· ,, _________ .. "?._- __ ., __ _ 
I 
··- ··-··· .... " ..... . 
. " .. - ····-· -
/ 
I 
' --~--~- ________..----"'--· -- -,/ -·- '-· ----· ' . --- -
------------------- __ , ,.,---------
---- .. /--~~, -- -· -
---~}!~~-··~· .---~~ ~_ ---------·------- .. • .. -~:~--




____,_,_,__-----'-··. -~--. ,.-- -~~~ .- .---·.--·. ··--~·,·----- ._ -- - - --· +-• ·--- ... ' 
-:----.. .. 
• 
-- - - - - -- -- .- ···--=--n.....-"::..,.,...."-_--···-·,c . _---1 - -- --- . - ·~4 _ _.-_..___ • ···- I I 
' 
--- --· ·-- _____ :...: -- -·-· ·-· ____ :: __ 
- I I• ' 
_flashes p~r second for descending £ff determinations were 
' 
- -.I 
• • -. l 
. -- . ·-. ·-·-----~ 
-, 
chos.en as .. both---lie in Range B of the instrume11t ·and-so ~--- ~ ... 
.. 
involved the least manipulation of the ins"t:,rul!lent during 
-· ~ 
'. )t:!"1/1. 
the ff f det·ermina·tions. _ ( See Appendi,c Io ) 
. ' a . 
- -
-- •• - ·---• • - - --- • • - • ·-··· • j ~ •• ~ -~ .... ~~ •• _ ... ~-- • 
As fff -varie~ rF~r~,."BUbj~ct to st1bject, the experiment.- -·'-·-· -- -------·-~·~ 







·~~"- was designed as a series of repeated observations using 
each subject as his own control~ - Intraindividual fff 
has been known to drop over the course of the day, so 
., 
. - --- . , ... _ 
it was necessary to arrange for the experimental sessions 
to take place at the same time of day on different days 
for a given subject. 
I - -The complete experiment. required eight half hour 
experimenta~ sessions for each subject. With the 
exception of the first exper-·iment~l session, which was 
used to familiarize the untrained su~jects with the 
method of det.ermining fff, the experimental sessions 
can be generally described as follows: At the beginning 
_Qf ~~gh s~~s.ioll~ ~~c_endt~g .and de.scending fff determina-
tions vi1ere mad.e to provide a standard for . comparison · 
. tl .. ~ . . l> ... 
wi- 1 aata octa1n~u ~. t ~~ .. ~ a.t ter exposure ·· -o coarse IJ.l.CKer or 
followed in order to study the"drop in fff induced by .. / . '<,/ _ _,,-~-· ___ _ 
this stimulus. The period of iXP<?.s~re to coarse flicker 
\ (6) 













•.,,:__ __ _ 
. ""' 
~- - - • ~ - -·- -- =· - • - - --~-~-.----·- - ; - - --=---~ -- - -- - --= =:;;;;-- ~=--- - . . .- _,- . .-.,L,.__~kff 
- \ 
,--'-
was followed by a period of exposure to steady light to 
discover whether ,the fff would rise to the lev-el observed 
prior to exposure to coarse flicker during"exposure to 
steady light. 
The introduction of a. subjectively steady lig.ht, a. 
"·· 
frequency of fifty=-five flashes per second, was intended 
as a control, as it provided a standardized stimulus not 
affecting the fff J(Simonson & Brozek, 1952, p.364) on 
which the subject could fix his gaze during the possible 
•recovery period". 
As the subjects were untrained and the accuracy of 
an £ff determina~tion is a·ependent on the careful judgement 
-
.. of the subject, E1cperiment,al Session 1 was used to 
provide them with pra~tice in determ~ning rrr. The 
ascending and descending fff determinations made in 
Experimental Session 1 and at the beginning of each 
experimental session are referred to as iista11.dard'1 fff 
.. determinations, bec-ause they serve as a ro standardtt Q·~ ______ , 
------ . -·· ... ---~. - -
,, ' 
referen~e point by vJhicl1 to judge the significan.ce or the 
change in 
fff determination,is the mean of four single observations, 
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being made in alternate order as described in steps-1 to 
' . 
-/ p 
· 8 ·of Experimental Session 1. (See4'a·ble I, Page1.J) c, 
s·everal seconds elapse before a single £ff determina-
., 
~-
·tion can be made, so it was decided to forego the 
advan_tages of . the ¥bf!tte:r estimate __ of. fff obtained by- - ·-·- --·-------------,---··-- ·,-c-~-------·--···--··-··· 
averaging several single observations in order to 
interrupt the periods of exposure to coarse flicker or 
steady light as little as possible. For this reason only 
single fff deterrninations were made during the exposure 
periods·. The time required for a single fff determination 
¢ 
varies directly according to the level of the subject's 
rrr abov~ or below the starting point, tfiirty flashes per 
,e.. 
second for the ascending fff deter1nination~ and fifty-
, 
five flashes per second for the des~ending fff determina-
, " 
tions. 0 .• . ' .. The exposure period thus represents_a· timed 
period which is interrupted at various 1)<;>ints for a· short-
but indefini:t&ti t·ime interval in order to -obta·in a single 
fff determination. The time used for the rrr determination 
) 
--·-··~·-----.~----~-------·-~-----·--
t'i----· .:- "~------,· • -~••·•·--~-•---•- & -··~-- •••"' 
'w 
. )~. 
was not included in the t·iming of the- exposure period •. 
Experimental Session 2 begaij with sta~dard ascendtng 
a period of te11 rninutes total accutnulated ~xposure to 
coarse flicker, ending with a single a·scending .·rrr .... ~ 
( 8) ft 
-
: i 1 •. • • ·• 
. . "' . .. 
.. .,:, ,. .. 
. . . 
" ... - - ' ·-· .- - --- .. -- - . .., --
- .; 
, .... , ....... ~' 
'· 







_ total accumulated· exposure to steady . light o · The period 
or exposure to coarse flicker ,-,as; interrt1pted at tt10 
minute intervals to obtain single ascending ff£ determina-
. ·t!ens, and ··t·he period cJf e·2cpos1,1re to _stead:y light was 
. \ 
' 
interrupted at one minute intervals to obtain 'singie 
descending fff determinations. As the time required to 
obtain the stngle rrr determinations is indefinite, it 
·is not included in the exposure time. The main purpose 
of ~xperimental Session 2 was to obtain a general 
, ' 
picture of the drop in fff induced by exposure to coarse 
flicker and.the possible rise in ff£ during exposure to 
steady light by means of systematic observations. The 
·-_·syste.mat~c observations made at one minute intervals 
during the period of exposure to steady light were used 
as a standard procedure in the follot1ing sessions, taking 
place as described in steps twelve to thirty~0ne of 
Experimental Session 2, and are referred to as a ''recQv~:ry 
• dff perio • (See Table I, Pagel4) 
•;" 
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fff dui-·ing · the per-iod of ·expos\1:re to . coa.rse riiQker ,. it 
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affected the dr6p in fff induced by expoiure to coarse-




6, a singl.e ascending fff determination was. made during 





··------"··-·"_, _____ ~ · .--,iscending ·· fff deterinination 1r1as made at "che end of the -· -. . .. -. ~-·-_,_..,_ ----·-· --- -~,.. -···· .... .._ .. "" - _· .... ·-- -~-~-~- ·~---- ~----,...,---~- ··--'-- _,.,._~- ~- -
.... ·. 
ten minute exposure periodo The single observation 
during tl1e period of exposure to coarse flicke·r was 
made after two minutes exposure in Experimental Session 
3, after four minutes exposure in Experimental Session 
4, after six minutes exposure in Experimental Session 5, 
and after eight minutes exposure in Experimental Session 
6. The order in which_Experimental Sessions 3 through 
C ~ 
6 were given to individual subjects was randomized to 
control for a possible sequence effect. (See Appendix 
II, Page I.) 
Experimental Session 7 involved a change in the 
. ' 
brightness of the emitted light during the period of 
exposure to coarse flicker. 
scale of the instrument was arbitrary at the time of 
the experiment and the change in brightne~s could not 
··measurement of b:eigl1tr1ess. The magnitude of the change 
r 
as appraised by the experimenter-was small, and could 
(10) 
- ,, - =- ---
.. 
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··not be consider.ad as a critical test of the hypot~esis ·· 
' that "a nerve adapted to a~ state o.f complete unrespon-
-- ·-· 
siveness to a constant- stimulus has ability to· resp~nd 
. . .· 
' -~ . 
instantly to an i11crease in intensity of the :stimulu.s." 
. -.•. :~.- ,-"·--"~c·-;,-~~·----~"··---·· 'Tb$ detailed steps for Experiment·al Session 7 are given ···•-<! •r• ._, -·~·--.-· •. - .,,.'.,_,_:: .• :_i.,_•~·,t.,......,.r,:-';.~-._,.__., ··- •· -~c::_-<--": •• 
. ...___ .. 
.., 
in Table I, and-an analysis of the raw data is included 
.. 
with the results, but the results have not been inter-
preted. 
Monocular fff determinations were made throughout 
Experimental Session 80 The subject was in~~ructed to 
hold a sheet of paper so that he could see the emitted 
light with one eye, while the other eye was left open 
an~ exposed to the general level of illumination in 
the testing room. One eye was to be exposed t6 the 
coarse flicker··-while the other eye was to be left open 
. 
-
but not exposed to the flickering light. Monocular 
standard ff f determinations tr ere made, first · fro·m the 
. l 
....... __ ...... _ ey_e to be exposed to coarse .flicker and then frottr the ····-- --- ···- · 
eye to be left, unexposed .• · Monocular single ascending 
• fff dete1'"}rni11&·tior1s w·erlr niade first from the exposed eye 
and then fro~ the unexpnsed eye after four minutes of 
exposure to coarse flicker and at the end of the ten 
,, / 
.. , ~ 
minute period of exposure to coarse flicker. Exposure 
(11) 
.. -
-:·· ,; . 
,- ' ·-:· .. . . . . .- -
- ~ .. ------~-~-
.:,. '"'l~--
. --·--------- i~-· 




·-, .. ,".,, 
· to steady light. \fith .single descending fff determinations 
at one minute intervals fol.lo1t1ed for the eye i~1hich had ·· -<>. . 
,_. ~ 
... been exposed to coarse.flicker until· a total of five 
rnin.ut_es exposure to· steady light had acc11rnulated. The ., ' .; 
. ' -.c·c---- -·--··-----·~--,----,--~-- ... ,. ·.subjects were divided randomly ir.itQ tt;ro grou-ps, .and--
• • • • • - • • •. • • C ~ ': • 0 • 
for one group the right eye became the exposed eye, while 
for the other group the left eye became the exposed eye • 
. Experimental Session 8 was intended to provide an indic-
' . 
ation as to whether the central nervous system as well 
as a peripheral m~chanism was involved in the observed. 
drop in fff after exposure to coa~se flicker. It was 
. · assumed that this effect migl1t be transmitted through 
-,, . .,.,. 
pathways in the central nervous system and also affect 
the level of fff in the unexposed eye. 
As the detailed procedure involves a lengthy 
sequence of ascending and descending fff determinations 
and various p·-eriods of exposure to coarse fl~ck_e:r. a-nd 
~ steady light~ · it -is p~esen~ed in tabul~r .f.orin.- on- pag-~s - · - , 
13 to 15. 
•- - '; -
. '• .. ~ ~.~··· •" .. . . :· 
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TAB.LE -I ._, .·' . -,,_~ 
. . '\ .. . . ... . ~ 
- - -°' .Detailed ·Experimental Procedure 




· 1) ascending fff-~ determination · 1 
- ... . ..... ' 
, . f •, 
. -:,-
2) descending fff determination· · 3._l _ -ascending ff£ ... determinati~n •. -·- ··--·--···,.. -· - ..... __ ._;;_, .• ·- ...... : •. :••,•#,-•-•'-;•••--.-.-.··~··~..,...,.:: .. -•••. <~.-- ·~~·: ... ~ ...... ,,-:·:·._: . ...:.~;:~· ·_:..., __________ :._ ___ :. ---. . 
4) descending fff determination 
5) ascending fff d.etermination 
6) descertding fff determin~tion 
7) ascending ff;f determination · 
8) descending £ff determination 
' -
__ .(The first eight step·s in Experimental Session 1 are 
-- herea·rter referred _to as ''standard· rrr det~rmiµations".) 
i;;'. .•. 
9) two minute rest period 
10) standard fff determinations 
Experimen~ai Session 2. 
"-1) standard fff determinations __ 
2) _ two. minutes exposure to coarse flicker 
3) ascending fff determination 
4) ti10 mtnutes ex.posure to coarse flicker 
5) ascending fff determination 
6) t,1r10 n1i.nutes _ expo-su1.r,,e to· coarse flicker 
7) --~~cending fff d~termination 
8-) _ -ti'\10. minutes exposure -to coarse flicker 
9) asc.ending fff determination -
10) two minutes e~posure to coarse flicker 
11) ascending fff deterrainataon 
12) one minute exposure to steady light 
13) destending fff determination 
14J~one'minute exposure·to steady light 





.,. ; .···, .. ,. . .- ' 
...... 









16) or1e ·ir1ir1ute. exp·,,-s~tfi -~9 : $·t¢:?.a.d.y .. ltgtit·~ ~ ·: !ll· ~·.: ·-=. 
. ···----" __ 1_7_l ___ g_~ sg_~~g :Lng __ ff.f ______ Q_~.t.e:r.minat :ton ___ , - -_ · . · .. _ ___:_ ____ .. -~:~--~--··--1 s ·) one -rniqute e:,cposure· to ,steady light . _ 
10) ~~~~~~~~~~ f9P Ant~~~~-n+~--- / u ~ fo,;;n.., C.A .&U ..,_ .11. .v.5. . J.. .1,. u y i;;; J. J.U..t. l .!1. c:n.., ..,_ v U, 
20) one minute -exposure_ to steaqy li·g~t _ 21) descending fff determination 
-22) one minute. exposure to steady light-
23) descending fff determina~ion 
. ·- ~ 
. --; 
. I 
. - ·- .::'; . - - -•" . - -
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~~-------------- ----------- -
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~.... ~ ' 
·.I' . 
---- - r . ,. 
· ... _ ... __ 
. . I -
" 
· 24) onf minute exposure to steAdY ligh1; 
_-. 25) ,descentjing fff determination 
26) one r11inute exposure to steady light--
-27) descending fff determination 
28) one rninute exposure to steady light 
29). descending-_ fff -cleterrni11ation 
_ JO)· one··--minute e:,cposure· tG stea·dy light 
-, __ 31) descending fff d~ter~iriation 
_ ... -. 
- - . ------ -----------~ ----~- ------ ..... ·····-.--·------'*--"'------·. --··---- ·- .. 
--,.--~- • - ~i 
. ;..r . . .:.. - .. ; ------
.·• ~ 
'-· 







... ·- .... -- ·-· ..... ·-· ·-·-··· ..... 
· -(Steps 12 to Jl inclusive in Experimental Session 2 are 
hereafter referred to as a "recovery period".) 
. 't, 
Experimental Session 3. 
-~-,\ 
2
1),. standard fff determinations·· 
) two minutes exposure to coarse flicker 
J) ascending fff determination 
4) eight minutes exposure to coarse flicker 
5) ascending fff determination 
6) recovery pe~iod 
Experimental Session 4. 
standard fff determinations 
-,~----· .. ------
four minutes exposure to coarse 
ascending _fff· deterinination 
six minutes exposure to coarse 
ascending fff determination 
. recove1~y period 
Experiraental "Session 5. 
--1) standard fff determinations 
flicker 
flicker 




.... ______ ...... jL. !!~e~~~~:e;f;x~~f~~!i~~t~~~rs~ flicker 
4) rour minute-s exposure . to, coarse flickeP -··- -- ... - - . . -• ·--· ~.: .. ~----~- ... ~ .. --...... '/~.---7 :_. . __ ............. ·.. ~ ,--~--------------- ··-· 
5) ascending fff determination 
6) recovery period 
--- - .. 4CII - • "' .• 
-~_.;_-.--J.~P~.r~JTI~.1".l:~g__~L----'~-~-$S1..:l.Q.Tl_J.1 _~'"°'"-· _ ·"----- ___ ......... ___ ...... ---·~- ~ _ ~-~-
1) 
. 2) 0 
3) 
.. 
~~~nrl~~n ~~f no~~~mi·nat,_·ons 
 ... ----....--...-. ....... .... .... .... ~ ..,_,, ._.. ... .,. .... .. . 
eight minutes e~posure to coarse flicker 




- -- lJ --_-·It'"•-•·• 'ef-~-. ·· I I 5 •••P!Y!'!!!Pl'!!F! 
. ,.. . "' 
-~,-..r--- - -----,..----· --
I '. 
\ . 
... - .. . ' 
' \. 
two minutes exposure to coarse flicker 
ascending fff determination 
recovery period . 
.. ··11.._- -·:-: 
I 
' \




... - I 
l .. 
I 
• l ·~ i . -
! 
(The order in which Experimental Sessions 3 th~ough'.6 [.were given to individual subjects was randomized to ·· control for a possible s.equence effect.Q) . 
' 
. 
r' <""\ .. ' " ' 
.: .. _~xperime.rit,a_l Session 7o . . ') -. ·- •·. _.___ , __ ···- - ·- - ·--·· --- .. 
1) ·standard fff determinations 2) four 1nintttes exposure· to co~frse flicker 3)· ascending fff~determination 
4) brigl1tness of emitted light changed to 100 5) six minutes exposu1~e to- ·coarse flicker 6) brightness of emitted light changed to 50 7) ,ascending fff deter1nination 8) recovery period 
- Experimental Session 8. 
(Monocular fff determinations were made throughout Experimental Session 8. One eye, referred to as the 
"exposed eyei~ t"las~ expos·ed to the coarse flicker and 
· steady light, irlhile the other eye, referred to as the 
"unexposed eye'' was shielded. from the emitted light but exposed to the general illumination in the room.) 
1) monocular standard fff determinations (exposed eye) . 











7) raonocular ascending fff determinatio.n· (e~p_Q§)ed eye) . ______ .. __ '-~---:---,----------------
----------..... 8):' mci11o·cular ascending fff determination ( unexpos·ed e-ye) r 9) recovery period ( exposed· eye only)* 
· · 
· 1 
' I ( *The recovery period was shortened. and consisted of 
steps 12 througl1 21 of Exp5?;r_~Ea-nt~l S_es~io.~1 2 ... l ---.. - \·"-··~---~~ ~· .: .• ···--·--.----....-.-·- -- ... 
"r 
..... ~. - - . 
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Instructions: · Each subjec.t was asked to come regularly 
.... 
at the same time between the hours of 9:00 
a.m. and 2:30 p.m. for all the experimental ses~sions.1_ 
. .,, 






. . . :, 
. .. .. . "' , ....... -..... -·- ·.··• -· ~"'- .. . .•. . . .'\., '. 
. ' 
·, - . . ,., .. 
. 
.... 
;; ~~ .. asceitding fi .. f dete·rm,inations, the subject ir,as told,_ "Watch. 
the light carefully and say , 1 steady 9 i~1hen tl1e light appears 
steady ·to youo'~ Before the descending fff dete1:4)minations, 
the subjec·t. was told, "~latch the, light and say 'flic.ker' 
when it starts to flicker.'' Before the varying periods 
of exposure to coarse flicker and steady light, the subject 
was told, "\~atch the light unt·il you receive further 
instructions.'' As a total of tt*Jenty minutes of exposure . 
·time accumulated in each experime-ntal session, except 
E~perimental Session 1, ,the subjects were allowed to talk 
if they wished during the exposure periods, with occasional 
r·eminders to ''\-latch the light." In Experimental Session 8 
. ... (, 
the subjt;!Ct W$S given a sheet of paperyan~ told, "Hold the 
. -·-- --·»------·- --- ------···---.-"-- .,, ___ ,---i;:-· _, ...• ·-· - ····u .. ···-·-··-· --~,·--···. 
~ ( 
paper so that ''you can see the flickering light with your 
right (ieft) eye, but not with the other eye." A few 
.., . :. 
,. 
' . . - . . . ~ . .. ' .. - . . . .. .. . ... .. " ; .. ' . . . . .. ~ . . . , , , • • • , • , • • • '<! • ,- , • ... •• , 1 , • ,. _. • 'i' • ~ .., a, • • .. ,.-, 1 ,- " ~ "' 1 • -.~ "'.I ~ • i ii! 'I iii l .f .• ~· I t ~ . • .. • .f 1 f ~ f "4 ., "1 jlJ ~ -~· . 
toia to keep both eyes open. 
; 
. ..,... .. , ' 
l. · See Appendix II, Page I, Date and Time of Testing, 
__ ,.,,.--.. _. ~ - .o-. . 
··-------·--··-----· -. -~=-~-~~-~-
(16) 
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The raw data for ir1dividual subjects is ·given in 
Appendix II. , This data cor1sists of the. a~cendi n_g fff 
#" det,ermi·nations a11c1. tl1e·"·descend.infr "fff de"'cerminations 
./"" ff' ". . . ( • ' ~ . ,, ·. 
. • 
. 




i ... • 
' . _IJ - -". -· .. -··- --····----~~------'- --.--:>--0,--.0-;..-."~---=-··_·::__:_:--·,.-,--, - ----· ----:.:..:---.'(<~ 
_. ·, .. :: ·°':..:· _ triade at• t.h~ beginn-illg ~f ~e{:lch e5eperirrlental 'session; the ! 
__..., . 
~ 
single ascending fff determinations· ·made at intervals 
during the periods of exposure to coarse flicker; and 
the single descending fff determinations made at 
intervals- during the periods of exposure to steady 
light. For each subject the mean of each set of four 
ascending fff determinations made at the beginnin~ of 
the experimental sessions.is the standard ascend:lng 
fff dete~mination for that session and is used as the 
zero or Feference point for the single ascending fff 
determinations made during the period of exposure to 
.. 
coarse flicker in the same session. Similarly, for 

















fff determinations made at the beginni~g of the 
!" .~···:_ ~·-. ---- . ." '-.·---·-.,..........~.- ·--~-·;--- -·~--~· ..,.. . ----------( .. ..:._ __ _ 
.. 
experimental session is the standard descending fff Y· 
determination for that session and is used ~s the 
(t· ~ 
-~ .. .. "' .. ... • 11 ·• • " :. " • • • " • "!I . ,. • "' "" .., ~ .. ... .. .. ~ • • • ~ ... • ... - ,. "" .. .. "' ... ... .... ~ ,... ... ... • .., ., • ~ " .. ... • ... .. .. • ... - ti .. .. .. .. alf ti • • •. • . • • " •· . ' • . .· . .. · .... . ii !I".*. "'" .• f·1·,·. 
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steady light in the same session. 
(17) 
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. fff determinations· made · during ·the periods of exposure -
• u \· 
. • . . 
. • • ·• .,_ 
~-to coarse flickeP and the corresponding s~andard as·cend-
· ing fff det-erminations. made at the beginning of the 
- Jl•. 
-· __ ·:.:..:.....; 
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·' 
- ,.• .. , ...... -c ~-.· -.-·- ,_,,.,. ;"<' ~ - : .... :· 
. ··---·-·,-,.-.-- ~ _ _,,._. ;,-., ---'.~-'. -- .: -___±___-;- ::,e: - ------,.,--,- ~---
single,ascending fff determination fr6m the appropriate 
standard ascending fff determinationo These differences 
. 
are given,in Table II, Drop in FFF during Exposure to 
Coarse Flicker, pages 21 to 24. Having obtained the 
differences, it was possible to test the null hypothe,sis 
of whether the mean of the differences was significantly 
different· from zero using a method described by Smith 
_ (1946, p. 65-70)_ to test the significance of'",~ difference 
between the means of two small correlated samples. The 
mean difference and the-results of a paired t-test for 
each set of diff~rence~ are also given in Table II. 
The observed differences which are significant indicate 
that the ff{_had dropped during exposure to coarse flicker 
. 
. ·- . ' ' ' . . ' . . ·.-· . ---· 
to a level significantly lower than the pre-exposure 
level of the standard ascending fff. 
fff determinations made during the periods of-exposure to 
steady light and the corresponding standard descending 
(:.LB), 
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i I• 
I -
ttf determinations-made at the beginning of-the experimental' 
-sessions are_given in_ Table III, R-ise in FFF During Exp_osure 
to Steady ~-ig_ht, pages 25 to 28 o The 1nean difference and 
. ~ the results of a paiTed t-test-;for each set of ·differen·ces :I t 
~ 
are ~lso given in Table III~ The obsepved differenees .. ··-·······-• .-- -,·-·· -~ ,· - -.. -- -cc·~ 
J, 
which are not significant indicate that the fff had risen · 
during exposure to steady light to a level similar to 
the pre-exposure level of the standard descending fff. 
The results of each experimental sessien are illustrated 
in the graphs on p·ages 29 to 35 o Each point on the graphs -· 
is one of the mean differences given previously in 
Tables II and III plotted against the minutes of aoeumul- -
---- · -ated exposureo The· zero or reference point is the standard 
ascending fff determination for the individual subjects · 
g~ven in Table II for the minutes of- accumulated exposure to 
coarse flicker, b~t this reference point becomes the standard 
6 descending fff determination for the- individual ~ubjects 
.. f" • 
I 
• 




· ·. to steady light. Through oversight a true zero point was 
not Obtal"' nea~ fn-r thQ rL':} ~f"'!l 0 ~~ -• ~ o- .P.P+' ~ - "!" -rm1· ·n*-a·· ti' o· ns ana'"' :;_-, - - ~ .... ~ --- -••- __ ...,,'°"""'"'•Y..1.J..Lb J.J..J. •. "!.~.'-!~ ...... · ..... ,,~··•••·'•••·•.••••. ••••'!-••••·•"·_ .. ,.t_ll• .. 11••"'"·"'·•• ... .. .. . ............. ·• .......... . 11!' ......... " ..... ~ ............................... ,· ............... __ 
.a.~ - . 
_..,_, ..... ""'~-:.,.. . ;.~-, - ·- -· ,._ - . 
·- .. , . ___ ..... ~ --- --th·is-~i.,oi11~; was ·es-ttnra·ted as f6116vis·-:------~he gra11d- mean of 
..... 
the ascending fff determinations made at the begiru1ir1g of 
·the experimental sessions (N equals 400) is 37.24 flashes 
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fff determinations made -a~ the· beginnipJ; of tl1Ef e;t~peri~ ... -~--.- .: :··: -. . \' ·' . 
mental se-ssia11s . (N equa_ls 400) · is 37 ogO_ -flashe~, per se.cond ·. · 
-
. ~ 
. . . 
·. w-ith a (~standard d.eviation of 2~,99.· _f·l~shes .per' secpnd. - Th~-··· 
,· 
-
. ) . 
.- zero point f_or _the d.escending. f,ff determinations· ·on thE! _. _ ..... ~ __ ....... -----------~--:--
' ... 
"" 
' .. . graphs is estimat~d to be O o 56 flashes. per· s~cond [the - · 
~ifference between the grand means) above the level of the 
·. · a-scending fff after ten minutes exp·osure to · coarse __ flicker. 
As, Experin1ental Sessions 3 through 6 are to be compared 
with Experimental Session 2 to determine t~,hether repeated 
' 
. interruptions of the exposure to coarse flicker in Session 
2 h~d affected the drop in fff, a brok~n line graph repre-
senting the resu].ts of Session 2 is included · for reference 
-·with the solid. line graphs for Sessions 3 through 6. As 
Experimental Session 7 is a repetition of Experimental 
Session 4 with the exception_ that the last six minutes of 
. . 
exposure to coarse flicker in Session 7 v1ere given t~rith 
..... brightness at 100 rath.er tha·n at .~ 9 a b·rolcen line . gi"baph 
representing the results of Session I+ is included for 
the results for the unexposed eye and the solid line 
represents the results for the exposed eye. 
' . (20) 
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TABLE -II. 
DROP IN· FFF -DURING EXPOSURE TO COARSE · FLICKER .• ·. . . 1 . 
.Experimental Session 2 . . 
'II Subj.eet -~Standard··~ ~-, Minut~s Exposure t·t, c·aarse'- Flick~rf < · Number- ~ .. As.· FFF - ., 2 . r b . 6 . 8 \ 10 
. '\.-. 
.. .,. 
/1 35.75 2.75 2.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 2· p 41.50 5.50 6.;o 7.50 6.50 7.50 3 .35.75 1.75 6.75 · · 9.75 9 •. 75. ,_ 9.75. 4 38.00 1.00 o.oo J.00 3.00 3.00 5 36.25 1.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 '6 36.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 5.75 5.75 7 .. -39.25 4.25 5.25 4.25 4.25 .5.25 8 37 .• 25 3.25 4.25 4.25 3.25 3.25 9 35.75 2.75 3.75 4.75 3.75 4. 75·' 10 35.75 1.75 2.75 3.75 5.75 4.75 
Mean 2.90 4.10 5.00 ·• 5.00 5.20 t 5.984* 6.741* 7.739* 7.775* 8.000* 
Experimental Session 3 
Subject Standa·rd Minutes E.xposure to Coarse Flicker Number As. FFF· ··2. 







41. 50 s.25 
3·5. 75 7 .oo 
·J8.00 3 .oo 




37 .25 · · 2.25. 





5.25 7 8 . . ' 
9 
10 
39~_50 ..... _ ~--50 
37 .25 2. 75. 
. 3 5. 75 4~ 50 3 5. 75 \ . 4. 25 -~: - ·. 
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TABLE II, ·continued. 
-. ,, -
., 
Drop in fff During ~xposure to--co-arse Flicker _· 






·1. t'q-r . 
Minutes Exposure to Coarse.~· Flicker -
V 4 10 
·-·- --- -~· -- -- -
- - - - ·- -· ·--
' - -. ·. __ _ 
( 
"' -
- • .t' 
, ... 

























Experimental Session 5 


















· 6.050 . 
6.368* 
Subject Standard Minutes Exposure to Coarse Flicker 




















37 .• 59 ,• .. 
36.00 
36.00 
._., -·-- .,,. 'c. -- "i ,·--- - - ·--- · _., · • -
4.900 
·-- 9 .074* .. ,. 
.\ 
* -- indicates that the cri tieal ratio, t, is significant at 
the 5% level of confidence for a paired t~test~ N e~als 
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'!'ABLE II, continued 
-
Drop in f£f During Exposure to Coarse Flicker 
Experimental Session 6 
. . ~ 
S~Oject .. s.tanc;iard .. : Mi,nutes Exposure to 
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!!, .... a-.. 
. . ..... 
-4.25 5.00 











Subject Standard Minutes Exposure to Coarse Flicker 






. - 6 37.,75 























. • . i' 
. : . - I 
- -I 
' : . . l 
--- ! ~ • • i 




·:·,"I"""!. .. • 
.· - - .· 
'. r.:..,. 
._ 
9 · - 36.25 
10 . -35.75 -.J.25 5.75 
' . 
. ~.. . 
. . : 




. . - - . . .. ":' ' ~ 
:··· ... 
: 6 "l liO--.-· · · _ : · · 
. . •,:,. ,-,:c--, ..•. 
!. 
! 
.. · .. ·- f 
'" 
- 7.8)9*, . 
* indic,ates that the critical ratio, t, is significant· at 
the 5% level of confidence for a paired t-test, N "'equals 
10, 9 degreeS.-:Of freedom. 
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TABLE II, continued __ -.-· 
- .. I -- -
Drop in--. rrr _During · Exposure to Coars~ _Flicker 
' 
. . 







. . - . J: . 
'l' , 37. 50 4.50 - .. 3. 50 
2 •i. 37.50 2.50 4.50 
. ' 3 ~- 35 .50 7.50 9.50 
4 )8.25 3.25 4.25 5 36.00 3.00 3.00 6 34.75 1.75 2.75 
7 ·36.75 1.75 , .. -.,, 3.75 . "':~ 
. ' 
' JB.25 3.25 . ; r, 3.25 . ',,. g ~~>'.1 . 9 ,_, 35.00 1.00 2.00 -10 37.25 5.25 5.25 
Mean 3.375 4.175 
t 6.587* 6.)41* 
Experimental Session 8 - Unexposed Eye 
~ . --- ( ' . 
. Subject Standard Minutes Exposure to Coarse Flicker 
Numb er As. FFF 4 ,,_ 10 
































.· 0 ~ le1~.2.5 -
0.9I+lt 
•• ·-, •••• ·~ ..... •• - "':.. ••• ""I' ___ -_··~·""''"'·"~-. 






2.75 . 1 
! 1.75 1 2 .oo ~, : 





.. 1 ,,8.75 
2.063 
-. - ·----- .... 
* indicates that the critical ratio, t, is significant at 
the 5% level. of confidenc.f / or a p,a!red t-test, . N equ~le ~ 10, 9 degrees of f?re.edom. ~="· 
---- ;_, ____ _ __::::::::::.--: 
(24) 
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. I : 
E;xperim1ental Session ·2. 
$ubject Standard 
N·umber Ds. ]PJrrF, l 
Minutes Accumulated Exposure to Steady Light . 
















37.25 3 g r.,c· 
'· • I) . 






2.50 -0.50 0.50 
12.25 10c25 10.25 
3.00 3o00 2.00 
0.25 lo25 0.25 
3.75 2o75 1.75 
0.25 Oo25 1.25 
3.00 JaOO 3.00 
2.25 0.25 0.25 
2.00 3.00 2.00 
1.25· 2.25 -0.75 
3.05 2.60 ~2.13 
~2.824* 2.774* 2.220 
. f 
0.50 1.50 





























































(Notei: A minu;El sign i'.ndicates that the fff obser·ved during exposure to ~t,eady light, 
was great.er tr.1a:t the r~re-exposure standard clescenrJing fff o) 
; T 
* indic~tes that the 6ritical ratio, t, is significant at the 5% level ot contidenee 
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TABLE III, Rise in FFF :During Exposure to Steady Ligh~, Continued. - I, \ , - - -
. . 
! 
Experimental St3Ssion 3 
Subj 11;_ct · Staridlc:11-~ci 










3 , ·i:o ~ 0 ... , .. : 
39 r,r: -.. t.), 
36.75: 
-, 9 2·•, · ;;, .... ,, . 
37 .:()0: 
':t 5 11~0- : 
.) 0 l 
. ... ' 




















Minutes 'AccumulatedQExposure to Steady Light 




































































J.25. Jo25 OoOo· -2oOCD 
-loOO -2000 
=l:o25 , Oo 75 
Mean 
t 
: 2.7s 1.8s o.es o.6a 0.9s 0.78 0.03 i: 3.892* 4.496* J.007* 1.545 2.288* 1.540 0.036 o. 75 ·. -0.43 0.410 :o.·a14 l ' • 
• 
. . 













• 3s.sc1 : 
40 .Q,.-J : 
. 37.25 ~ 3s,.2s : 
37 .25 : 
3~ .• 75 : 
37-7.5 : 
37 .75 : 












o.~so 2.50 1.50 
4.00 2.00 3.00 
2-.25 1.25 1.25 
3.25 -0~75 0.25 
2.25 1.25 2.25 
1.75 1.75 0.75 
2.75 2.75 1.75 
0.75 0.75 -Oo25 
2.00 . o.oo OoOC) 
1.00 1.00 3 eOC) 
; 
_l,.50 .Q.50 1.50 . -0.50 t-0 1.50 
3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 - - 2.00 
1.25 1.25 '1.25 10.25 · 0.25 
1.25 0.25, ·-0. 75 lo25 ~Oo75 
1.25 0.25 ,, 0. 25 lo25 0.25 0.75 1.75 0.75 10075 0.75 1.75 1.75 I 0.75 .lo75 o. '75 
-Oe25 -0.25 0.75 . =iDo-25 0.75 
-1~00 0 .oo '-" o.oo _ ~:loOO o.oo 
3·.00 3.00 2.00 I :2o00 1.00 
, . I 
.10 
0.50 I 
















~o "'1 0 44; ... 




·me,an 2.55. 2.55 1.25 1.35 1.25 1.05 0.85 : 0.,75 ·0.55 - -0005 
-7 .822* 7 .OBJ* 3 .677i.c .3 .648* J .205* .3 .181* 3 .14$>'.c :2 .2.06 2 .J91* 0.149 t 
. 
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'TABLE III, Rise in FFF During Exposure to Steady Light, Continued. 
• 
" 
• Experimiental_ ;S~ssion 5 
. 
· Subje:ct .. Stctrt1:dc1r1d 












3 r: ire· )o) 
42.25 
3 '7 ""' 5 I • tt:., .-3 C) t'Q ~ . ,) ' 
JS.2!5 
3 L~. ~;Cl; · 
4(). (\() 
















Minutes Accumul:$ted Exposure to Steady Light 
2 3 4 5 · 6 7 8 
0.50 -1.50 -0. 510 -2.50 -0.50 --1.50 -2, .• 50 
2.25 2.25 3.25 1.25 1.25 3.25 3.25 
1.25 ·0.25 le2.5 -o .• 75 0.25 
3.50 2.50 2o50 2.50 -1.50 
0.25. 
-Oo75 
0.50 -lo50 2.25 1.25 2o25 1.25 0.25 0.25 lo25 
1.50 0.50 0.,50 0.50 0.50 
1 •. 00 2.00 loOO 2.00 .1.00 
0.50 lo50 
1.00 Oo1DO 
1.25 1.25 Oo25 0.25 -0.75 -1.75 Oo25 
-1.00 -1.00 OoOO -2.00 -1.00 -1.00 i~2 oOP 
2.50 3.50 2o50 2.50 2.50 1.50 . 1.,50 
Mean· 
t 
1.50 1.50 1.10 l.JO 0.50 0.20 





Exper:imental S.~ssion 6, 
1 36.50 
2 42 .51n 
3 36 ~, t:,' < ,, • ,I' ~,1 _,.. ' 
t 40.00 38 · "~' . ;, " I -' 
6 35.?'.5 
7 39 .2:5 
s 41.oc, 









































2.50 5.50 4.5·0 
0.75 0.75 0.75 
1.00 2.00 1.00,, 
2.25 ,,. lo25 0.25 
1. 7"5 -IDo25 .. ~{t. 75 
3.25 2.25 2.25 
3.00 JoOO 3.00 
-0.75 -0.75 -0.75 
0.50 -0.50 0.50 
1.38 0.78 1.018 




-1.00 " OoOO 
0.25 lo25 
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TABLE JII, Ri·se in FFF rDuring Exposure to Steady Light, Continue,d:. · 
EJ(:pe:r:lmental Session '7 I . 
. 
Subject Stant:l,::rd 


























•· - ~ : 
, Minmtes Accumulated Exposure to Steady Lfght \ 
2 . 3 4 · 5 \o 6 7 · · 8 .· 9. 
2.75 . -1.25 






-0. 75 :. -=O. 75 
1.00 ·. -1.00 































0.75 -0.25 0.75 
1.00 1.0.0 2.00 
OeOO o.oo ·o.oo 
lo50 0.50 :-0~ 50 
-loOO· '-2.00 · -3 .oo 
Oo50 -0.50 -Oo50 
2e25 .3. 25. 3.25 
Oo25 -0.75 ,-0. 75 
-1.00 o.oo -1.00 













2.20 loJO 0.70 0.90 
2.S58* 2.407* 1.372 2.045 
1.10 0.90 0.70. 0.20 0.10 OolO 






































• -,. I 
. i 
2. 50· . 0. 50 l. 50 
4.50 · 3.50 3.50 
-0.2p -1.25 '-2025 
3.75 2.75 Oo75 
-1.00 -1.00 ·-loOO 
1.25 2.25 . 2e25 
2,50 ~ 1.50 lo50 
3.50 4~50 lo50 
2.0.<tt -1.00 : o.oo 
4.75 3.75 3.75 
2.35 1.55 1.16 


























·. J ! • 
. I . 
o.ea ·(tat 4 min and 5 min 1 has only 
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The period of exposure to coarse flicker in Exper-
- . . 
imental Session 2 had been, interrupted repeatedly at tv10 
- .. ~ . 




ations. ··As a control, Experimental Sessions 3 ! through 
·6 repeat the obser·vatioris of Experimental ·Session '2 "'· " ·'·····- ···-·----_..,___._ .--·---.---"' :- _._~----·--·-·-·-···-
4 --·· 
except that one interruption to make a single ascending 
fff deter1nination occured du1'"'ing the period of exposure 
to coarse fliclt.:er and a se~ond si11g;te asce11d.ing fff 
. , 
determination was obtained at the end of trie exposure 
--
period. .. The order in which Experirnental Sessions 3 
through 6 were given to individual subjects was random-
ized. The d_iff erences between the drop in fff observed 
after variot1s periods of accumulated. exposu.re to· coarse 
flicker in Experimental Session 2 and the drop in fff 
observed aft~er the corresponding per'iods of a··9cun1ulat.ed 
exposure in the control experi1nental sessions iiere 
obtained- by·· subtracting the drop in fff obse1~ved -in the 
,control ·sessions from the drop in fff observed in 
_...... .~ 
• Q I • ;~•;: -~- ._ 1. -• .._ 
. . . 
~~ ., -
. ~ . 
Experimental Session ·2. · The differences are given in'-
Table IV, Differences in Drop in FFF in Repeated 
Observat~ ions, page 3 7. . The mean di ff erer1ce a11d-· the 
results of a paired t-test completed for each set_of 
differences are also given in Table IV. 
(36} 
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,., .. , .,, 
TABLE .IV. . ' ' 
. . 
·-- ·---
' ' ,. ' 
. . 
-~ -- - ----
/' nIFFERENCES I1I DROP IN FFF IrJ REPEATED OBSER"tTATIO~lS 
.. .;; . 
··--; . ;'.,-·-- .. -,. . .. f .. 
. --· --·~· -· - -·· -- -- -- - -- - -- ---'=---- .~= =· 
--·----·-·-·-------·-----· --- - Session 2 cf. Session- 3 · Sessi9n· 2 cf. Session 4 
~ ~ : •• •• # 
-
- -Subject Difference Di-fference · Difference Difference ..•.. ~ ...... ----·-····-·-·· :.. ---·· .- ... - -------• ···-
Number 2 Minutes 10 ~1inutes 4 :r.r1int1tes 10 Minutes ~· 
~··c-·~ ···-...·-· ·.·. --- ·-·~ ~-- ,.. .'=•· - - .-















-2.25 ,Q.00 -1.00 0.50. 
-2.75 ', 2.00 3.50 -1.75 
-5.25 0.75 -2.50 ~2.00 
-2.00 -2.00 ',, 
-4.75 -0.75 
-J.00 -1.25 -0.50 . 1.00 
2.50 0.50 0.75 -0.25 
-0.25 1.75 4.25 -0.50 
0.50 -0.50 1.75 -0.50 
-1.75· 1.25 Q .• 25 0.25 
-2.50 -1.25 -0.25 -4 .• 50 
1.675 0.125 0.150 0.850 
2.481* 0.429 0.174 1.700 
Session 2 cf. Session 5 S~ssion 2 cf. Session 6 
) -. - . 
- Subject Difference Difference Difference Difference 
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* indioate$ that the critical ratio, ·t, is significant at 
the 5% level of confidence for a paired t 7~est, N. equal~ ,n a ~Q~~oaa n¥ ~~aa~nm 
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,., .. , . 
The drop in fff illustrated in the ·graph of the 
-
results of Experime11tal Session 2.,. page 29, appears to-
,. . . . . . ,,. ' ' 
i 
·. level off after six .minutes of accwnulated expbsu:re to· 
coarse flicker, which suggests that a lililit ~f 
- ' "' 
-~---·--- ~. ."' ·-
, , 
·• ·-···· .. -··· . .._~-,,, ... -· . 
. ,. : . ~ 
ad i:1 pt at 1 on t O a a ons tsnt stimlllus has ' oe-en . r-eaehed' - -- -~-. -~~·--··~"- ----·-•-~,-~-· , . .: --;-~ • l 
i: 
at this point. To discover if this were the case, t})e : 
differences between the drop in fff after the various· 
periods of exposure in Experimental Session 2 were 
obtained by subtracting the drop in fff observed in 
the shorter periods of exposure to coarse flicker 
fron1 the drop in fff observed after further accumulated 
exposure. These differences are given in Table v, 
Further_Drop in FFF During Exposure to Coarse Flicker, 
on page 39. The mean difference and the results of a 
paired t-test for each set of differences are also 
given in Table V. The t-tests indicate that a further 



















four minutes of accumulated . exposure to coar~~ . flic:k~r, _, __ , ____ :::_~;__-~""""" o_; 
. -
but that no further significant drop occurs after six 
minutes accumulated exposure to coaT'se flicker. 
. .. 
I w. " t 1 Q • c --- - -·-., -- .1:1~.1:t .;J - ...... er=,111."'n n .... xper ... men a v8SS10n u' WU11V\;U.Lt:.&:: J. J. .1. u~ ~ -- ii.LI.. . ~ 
ations were made, and one eye was to be expos~d to the 
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.. TABl,E V 
·-
... ·- · FURTHER DROP IN. FFF~ il~ING EXPO~URE TO COA-RSE FLICKER 
~ I . 
. .,. . ' . 
' 
•- ,,, . . . 
. Subject 
Number 
Difference Bet\aie·en Minutes Asoumulated Exposti.fe. · 
10-2 8'-2 6-2 4-2 -· -· :to:.~ , 
' ... ·, ....... ,. -·· ... ·-·· --- ... ~-. -· .. ,. 
1 
2 
1 " 0 
11 1 .. l . ...- . 
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. * indicates_ that the critical rati.o,._ t, is significant 
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--- - _._ ··--- ~ '--~-----·· --'·-- ---~---·-- --······ -·. --- --- . '-· .. ·- - -· ·-·. ------- --- - ----- ··-
to be left open· -and exposed to· the genePal level or 
--i-llumination in the testing Faem. The -rssults of ~~ .. --
l·····." "" """ 
·E?C!)erimental Session 8 in Table It, ivhieh _are g.J-ven.~- ----~~ ..:......~....::..~-~-~· - - ~-~~~-~------- .. 
separately for the ~xposed and uµexpbsed eye,_indi~ate 
\) 
• &;. • •• 
_ that a· signj..£i,pant drop in fff i1as observed in the 
·----·---------.,.-, u . . _ ... ·•·-------------- _,_ ___ ·-·· -
. --·- -- ---··· . - - __ ----------·---~---· -.------,.-- ... -.:.....-----·------·-··-·" ...... 
.. ·1 
· exposed eye, but that the sligh·t -drop in fff observed in 
· the corresponding observations from the unexposed eye 
-was no_,,_t significant;. Further t,;here made to . discover 
whether the monocular standard· ascend{' Irr~ determin-
ations a-nd the monocular standard descending fff--
determinations obtained at the beginning of the 
experimental s-e.ssion differed significantly for the 
eye to be e}~posed to coarse flicker as compared to the 
eye to be left unexposed. The differences in the standard 
fff deter1ninations were obtained by subtracting the 
monocular standard ~scending fff determinations for the 
unexposed eye .f.rom. -th-e monocular sta.nd-a:r~el- ascending fff 
,!!:_ - ' 
determinations for the eye to be exposed to co_ars~ .:fJi:eker.1 ___ ---:--~------. ----~ "---·- .. ·-]It ~·--·· - ... _. ...... . . . . 
. . ' 
-
. 
a·nd si-milarily by subtrac·ting the 1nonocular standard 
descending fff determinations for the unexposed eye from 
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... --: 
the ~--T~·?· 
' ' -- _, -
- ... . . ,.. de-c.erm1n.at1ons 1-or 
the eye to be exposed to coarse flic·ker. The diffarenees 
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unexposed eyes, after four minutes and after ten minutes 
---e~pssuPe- -tQ -coar.se--fli-c-ker £or' the e·xposed~_ .ey~_, ~W?_~ 
· ·~· --~-~~ ___ .fOJ!~Q. _by __ ~~~tracting the drop in fff observed in_ th-~ 
. .. -. -- -~- ---- --·~_-__ ___:_ __ .... - .. ,- ... - ,.,_ ·:: ---- - ---- ----,- -· --- . -~-- - ,$.__;·.;:•Jo·_---,-------:-:--. -- ··- -;:-- - - ,-,-- ..... - _ .• - -.· _ _:____ .-.. . - .-,----- .. -· -- - ---- - .. .. ~-- ---- -- V'. - , ____ _ 
. . " - ·- .-. c,-=·..c_·.=.....,y=-_:,-,.,..~.--.._,--=-c-,. • • • . -- - ··• -- - •. 
unexposed eye from th~. drop in fff observed in the 
. 
exposed; eye. The ·differences are given in Table VI·, 
------ ------ .. - -------- -~- •• ~:..;~.--;._ .• !; .. ;.; ___ ............... _ .. - --
Comparison or·· Monocular FFF Deter1ninatiori.s, page 41. - ••- -•------•- ••• --• • -·-~-: ••-~ ·~-· • -- • ,• ,•- ' --- - •• •- -··~ ·-··--·• n ~-•-·• \. 
The mean difference and th~ results of a paired t-test 
' "-
fbr each set of differences are also given in Table VI. 
•· --- --- - . - :.:~· --- -- ·.:;··-7.:·--:.s!·-· ---l,_ - - .... ~...;--:~ 








~·:,· .. ; 
/}/) 
•, ·-., . .,.. 
The results indicate that the pre-exposure standard fff 
determinations did not differ significantly from the 
·· exposed to the unexposed e~e, but that the drop in fff 
observed in the exposed eye was signifieantly different 
from the smaller drop in fff observed in the unexposed 
eye. 
. •.· . ~ -
. J.' 
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-TABLE VI 
COMPARISON -6F-MONOCUL/1R FFF DETERMINATIONS--
- --- -----
.. - .... 
;_ 
~ -
_ Subject -Standard Ascending FFF 
Number · . Exposed ... Une1cposed · 
. Standard Descending FFF 





























Subject Drop in-,FFF (4 Minutes) 


































• • > ~ 
. _,.., ..... _ -:'""'""' .""·.-··"";-. ·:. .. 
Drop in FFF (10 Minutes) 
Exposed - Unexposed 









.. . ~ 
Mean -
. . t . _ ...... 3,,.5. --2.gOO* 
_ _ _______ ,. ___ , . --- ... 2. S 
. 4.-465* 
~- .. ···-··--······ . ''. ·- .. ·_. :·l .·_,_· -... .- .. ···: .. ·, ·. ."-.-;~ . _ . 
* indicates that the critical ratio, t, is signj.ficant 
at the 5% level of c6nfidence for a paired t-test~ 
. N equals lO, 9 degrees of freedom. _,, 
..... · .... ,. 
·'• • •••4 -·-""' 4_• -
.. 
~~ .. -~~-~---"C""---,-----------_ ... . ,", . ; .. ::· ---. ,,:. : ·,·. ·--..... --,..c": .. ' .. ~.-~~- ~. 
. . ..... - . · .. '"···- ·.-... - :-- ----,·-·- -.··- ··. •· .. 
(42) 
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Standard FFF Determinations: -< :.> ,The average levels of the 
• • • 11,>' 
standard ascending and 
aescending rrr determinations made in this exper'iirie'ht 
. . . 
· ~ · .appear .to be similar to the result.s obtained by oth,er 
.~- -- ------- -- ---------·--·-~-~----- ----·---- --·---·---· -·-- ---·- . ,-.---~-- . -
. . 
( 
authors using similar 1netl1ods. The grand mean of tl1e 
· ascending· 'fff deterrni·nations inade at the beginning of 
the experimental sessions (N equals 400) is 37024 flashes 
p~r second with a standard deviation of 1.93 flashes 
per second. The gran·d mean of all the descendi:ng ff f-
determinations made·at the beginning of the experimental 
sessions (N equals 400) is 37.80 flashes per second 
·"' ' 
with a standard._deviation of 2.99 flashes per second. 
These levels are rather low for norn1al subjects, but 
this tre11d · is to be expected -with the small test patch 
area of· 3 mms. in diameter and the rather low intensity 
of the emitted light. The ascending fff determinations 
· are generally somewhat lower than the d~s9·endi11g fff. 
'•, .. -determinations and show less' var·i-ab,ili.t.y as indicated by .. 
the overall standard deviations.· 
-of Table II 
indicate that a significan~ drop in rrr is observed after 
.. (43) 
·. '~ ' 
. -'", 
I . 
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-two minutes exposure to coarse flicker, the fff dropping 
further until ten -minutes of accumt1la ted e.xpostire to 
c·oarse flicker have elapsed. The, .rest.11 ts of ,Table V 
- -for Experimental Session 2 show that the further drop 
,, ·--·· - ···-· ---- -··-·---.-·;.~-~.-- ... ··' '-··-·-'---•. -·- •'-'······-···--·-is nGt · signif !cant after six minutes accumuia ted exposure 
to coarse flicker and indicate that at this point; a 
limit of adaptation to a. ,constant ,stimulus had been 
reached. 
•: • I 
The results of Table IV indicate that the repeated 
~ r 
.. 
interruptions of the period of exposure to coarse flicker 
in Experimental Session 2 did not affect the drop in fff. 
This observation supports the use of tbe more economical 
method of making repeated observations during the period 
of exposure~to Coarse flicker, as the time required to 
obtain a single ascending fff determin-ation aoes not 
appear to be sufficient to act· as a partial 11 recovery 
- -
period" for the fff duriil.g e.x:posur~ to coarse flicker. 
The 6rop in fff after two minutes of exposure to· 
.. ... ... . h 
-~ 
' • ,ti. 
• -- ; - - • . ·----. • - •• _, ,- • • .,, .• 1 •• "-· - .. -
• ' • ~' <:", '· 
...... • ' .•. --- • '(i ,. ..,:.:.-~--,- .,.,";,..~.,.; - -.~ .... ., .. ~---·-- ..... 
...... .,. 
coarse flicker in Experimental Session 2 was significantly 
... 
different from the drop in fff observed after two minutes 
exp.os11tie to coa-rse- fliclrer ror the repeated observation 
in Experimental Session 3, an unexpected result, as the 
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. : .. ::-:. '.- .. __ -· ---- -
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_. u _____ ,·. ,·- __ u. 1 LJ u_ .L.U~. u_.J;J ._u L..-d..~--' -=-=-=' I 
. -~ 
. ' 
this point. Tl1is result suggests that the length of- --
', 
- -----:; --, ---=--- . . ~ 
exposure may be r·elated to . the· S"tabili·ty~ of t,h,e clrop in 
fff, as the differences observed in ~the re1Jeated 
. 'I, ' 
.. .. . - ...;.- - ~ 
' 
.,, 




· ·- observations gene~~ally becorne srnaller as-· the periods of 
. ·. 




length of the period of accumulated exposure is 
sufficient. to produce a state of unresponsiveness to a 
constant stimulus. 
)llthough less pronounced, the drop in fff during the 
pe~iod of exposure to co·a~s~ flicker in Experimental 
Session 2 appears to be similar to the drop 0 fff in 
o.bs.erved • the earlier experiment of Sirnonson & in 
-JJ-
Brozek. In the present study flicker • defined coarse 1S 
as a frequency of 14 flashes per second or ·23 flashes 
per second below t~e grand mean of~the. pre-exposure 
. . 
standard ascending fff determinations for the group. 
In the earlier study coarse flicker was defined as.a 
. ·-···· .... _frequ~~cy _of :~5 . . fl~l§fle§.= per second.J,belov1 tl1e group me.an. 
The results of the experiments are illustrated for 
cornparison in the graph on page 46. In botri experiments 
minutes of exposure to~ coarse flicker, the fff dropping 
...... . --- ·-- -
····~ .. ,~ ...... ·•····--··-·-"··.·· 
- .. -------- -
-- - --- -
"' • ·,••~'" -.•, -•••-~-_..,_OM,-• -~-~-·.: •. ,,..; •• •., ~••'••-• - ......... -~--.. --•··••---·• 
·, .. ": 
-further until ten minutes of exposure had elapsed. 
. ' 
~- .- - ., ~-. --' 
. ' 
(45) . ~ ' 
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Results of an E'a·x·lier Experiment bv~ Sirrronson &: Brozek 
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·~-··.·· Rise in FF'F During Exposure .. to S!,eadY. L~~ht :-- The results · 
" 
,;. ; 
' 1 ,,, 
' ' . 
,ti ....... - .. ·- ------ . - ·, __ ._. . ....... 
of Table III 
indicate that the ·-·rrr rises during exposur.e _to stead·y light · 
and that t.he diffei--ence bet1r1een the standard descending 
tal se-ssions anc1 t,lie' singie -4eSC'2!I1di11g fff c1eter1ninations 
made during the periods of expos~~e to steady light 
becomes insignificant by the end of th~ ten minute.p~fiod 
of exposure to steady light. The point after which no 
. 
signific~nt difference is observed varies from three to 
ten minutes of exposure to steady.light. However, in five 
of the seyen experimental sessions, the differences were 




.. ,, p ··, 
·light, although in three· cases the differences became 
significant again aftef four minut~s exposure.to steady 
l •, .• \M" light. The range -for the point after-which no significant 
difference is observed is from thre~-~o six minutes 
..... 
. . 
. ..:S,... ... ·' 
'qf expoeure to steady· _ligI1t ~for §ix o.f the. . §e .. ven •~a-.~·--.•- .1 .. ,-.••••L••-• --- .......--,.--~---··'--'-'''"""'"'''''''"'""> 
. ~ ~ 
experimental sessions. Expe~imental Session 4 is an 
as tl1t:; d_i_ff e.r.F:nG.A.fL in-this session 
? : :it. i 1 
~--- ... -
steady light and the point after i·1hich no significant 
difference appears is ten minutes exposure to steady light.· 
(47) 
.,...,='L... __ 
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. The fff rises sharply during the first minute- of 
nearly· rea·ohing EU1d Sometimes exceedi:t1g the pr·e·~eXJ>OS°t.lre~----- c~~~-a----~---- ~~----·c·=-"--·-·-- •. 
level · at some poirr'c ·nea1~ tl1e end of the exposure period-. 
However, as a t·rue zero point was not obtained for the 
descending fff, ; as exp·lained in the preliminary remarks· 
in regard to the graphs of the experimental sessions, 
.: 
,,.. ~-
. p_§ge 19, some part of the sharp rise in fff o-l)se1~ved -~ · ~- ...:-~--"-.·.~--~~-
1 
l in the first minute of exposure to steady lj_ght must be . ,: ••. , 
1 
1 . I 
I attributed to th~ fact that the lev8l of the descending 
--fff determinations ~1as generally higher than the level 
of the ascending fff determinations. The experimenter·· 
apologizes for this oversight with the most sincere 
regret. 
...... ...... 
Time Relations in Fatigue~and Adaptation: As stated in 
the introduction 
T,<- the cha·racteristics of· adaptation i:fre· ·strikirigly· di.fferent ,,., 
from_ fat:j.gll~ irt that. tirae_. :rel.§tiOP.§; differ, as tad.apt,at·ion 
develops more quickly than fatigue and recovery is almost ,, 
instantaneous on removal of the stimulus. ~The time 
relations -observed -1n Experirnental Session 2, - _; -~ - "t. \VIll.Cil !·. 
"~ provides a general -p-icture o:r tl1e drop in fi~f during 
I. 
-~ ' 
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~ - --,- --....! «.I • ~ ...... _ ••• , ....... 
exposure t·o stecrdy 1.ight, were as follows: A signif j,.cant :;v 
-
--·· ···-~······-·--·--- ·drop in fff-' is observed after tvJ .. O rnin~1tes of·_ e1rposure 
·"·- .. to c-0a.rs.e .· _fliqk .. er, .the f.fr dropping ft1rt.her until ten 
minutes accumulated exposure to coarse flicker have 
0 
" -
elapsedo The point after which no· further significant 
-!f'· .. ---- ·-· .... - - ... -- --·· . - - . 
·- - --· ·- ·- ------ ~- -··--- -- -·· _ ..... __ -····--·-···. --- ... ·- -- arop in rr r is· observecr· is s:i.X minut·e·s accumulated -{ t> • I . , .. c 
.. 
... -: 
exposure to coarse flicker. During the period of exposure 
., 
to steady· light, the fff rises rea~hit1_g. c;1_ p9int, .\'1hi~h ~~-. -~ -- -. ~ --- --- •• --- • .• - ---· .,... •• • • .. ' , •. - ' ',. ·····,. •.• - ...... ,. • •• 0 ~ 
ranges from three to five minutes of exposure to steady 
-light, after which rio significant differe11.ce is observed 
between the pre-exposure standard' descending fff determin-
ations and the single descending fff determinations 
during the period of exposure to steady light. 
The tim,e relations observed~ appear to support the 
.., 
.,.,..,. hypot~esis that the chang·es in fff dur'ing exposure to 
coarse flicker and subsequent exposure to steady light 
are the eff~ct of. adapt~tion. \'lhile time relations. 
stated in n1inutes are not instanJcaneous, the pattern of_ 
- - . ' . ·-~- ... - ...... ,.._ . . . . . 
the time relations is similar to those observed in 
Adrian's expe.riment involving th:e · intern1i ttent stimul~ 
·ation of an :nd organ arid r1erve in t,tiE: fr-og~ .. -· . :filSO 
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. ' ... 
complete visual system of a human subject.whereas the 
other invoi~ves intermittent tactile stin1ulation of an ---- - -- ----- -- -- .1,-.-----., "" 
.,, 
end ·io1'1gan and nerve in _a frog. The. dr_op in fff observed 
0 If.:,. ' : • 
·, . :,i. - - .. . ' '' • ,.,.;. <;:, - . 
., 
after tv10· minutes. occurs in 8 remarkablJ! short time . . --·---~·-·-- .• ···---- --- ,..__._, .. ...;.. .... ~~- ~4..._,, .. ·------~--=--..... : .. , .. ~ .•.......... 
. 
. A 
·-interval in contrast to ~h.~ hours usually involved - in- -- --·-- ..... -- - --------- . - 'Ii-. ·-· # f 
' studies of fatigue. The rise of fff to its pre.::.exposure 
,, level in three to five minutes appears to be rapid, but 
is difficult ~o evaluate, because- fe\V studies h~ve been. _____ --------.· __ . _. _ .._. _____________ _ 
-- -~- -- - ....... - -- -·:~ ~--
- ,• ·. 
~ 






. ~ .. "' 
directly concerned vvi th the changes in fff over time. 
Effe.Q! of a Ch§.nge iq Stimulus Inten2ity: A second 
characteristie 
which-- differentiates fatigue from ada-11ta~tion i~ that 
adapted nerve, a nerve which has aa--a-p-ted to a state, of 
complete unresponsiveness to a constant stimulus, has 
ability·to respond instantly to an increase in intensity 
"'i--
or stimulus, ,vhereas a nerve fatigued to unr.esponsiveness 
canno.t be ex.cited by any change in in_tensity of stimulus~ 
As no further significant drop in ff( was observed after 
~+-~ -- , .. six m:Lnutes of . exposure . to coar.se flicker, . it would appear 
that a state somewhat analogous to a state of comp·1 etP- u.11-. 
responsiveness. to a constant stimulus had been reached at 




.. ;.. .. 
quency·of fifty-five flashes per second, might be considerecl 
·------ ___ ,. ____ -· . ~--a.. ~'---~CC - •~-.. ,-·-'.. •. . .. ----· ::,,.,. ;•··· ·----····-----------·-··-·-·----- - - - -- - . - -····-
~~-~· ··---···-----,.--...... ~---····· .. ,. ............. .,,. ···- .,. ··--·"············. -··· ........ -- .. -----------Q1=._; 
- (50) 
. ~ . 
. ·, ... ·. 
· .. _,.,:,,· 
-... .. ' 
I 
-----.· . --=-----=--=-=--~~~==~.....-~~=--..:.~~~--===~~===~~=~ .............. ---~··=· ~-·-.-.,-=="-~--........ - ·~·-·-...,...-·=·-=···--~~ .- --·- ••.•••. - • ~ ~ - - • • - -----_ -- -~--- -· ........... --...I ........,. :::--:::::::::: ·=-:---. ~ .............. ~................................. ~ .......... , ,...... .. ....... ~= - - - __ ................................................................................... ·······-··· ':: - ·····-···········-···········-··=···--- '. - L.J 
i , .. r- _-
· coa1~se flicker, operationally def1ned as ·a frequency of 
fourteen flashes per second. From this viewpoint, the 





-----------·--- ---- ---. ----- -~ .- . -- --- during .. the . first. m~tn1-1t. es of expost1re t.o steadJ>r light .. ·--·--·----------- ----------,---, 
.~ 
-.J" ..... !'"··· 
adds further support to the hypothesis that the changes 
observed are the effect of adaptation. 
Transfer·of Effect of Exposure to Coars$ Flicker: From 
the 
,, 
results of Table VI for Experimental Session 8, the 
reader will recall that the monocular ascending fff 
determinations and the mo11ocular descenqing fff determin-
"' 
ations f~om the eye to bi ·exposed to coarse flicker and 
steady ligh~ and the eye to be leI't unexposed were not 
significantly different from one another. The results 
of Table VI also indicate that the drop in fff observed 
during the period of exposure to coarse flicker for the 
_, 
exposed eye differed. significantly in the exposed and, 
----··- ., ......... --.·4,"'''""'-"· ~ ·-· ~· ............ .,,.,. ____ -~·,··--······'" --·. -· .•.. .... .... ... . . 
The res11lts fo1~ Experimental Session g--· y~ unexposed eye. 
· __ ---*-- ... ··---· ·- - - - - --- --:: -.. ; . -
.,. .•. 
in Tables II and III indicate.that a significant drop 
l.·.n r.r:-&a '"' -a- . ...,. ,_ - --~--- _, .: -J. • • .. •. .... :: i • , .... f-.) r· , . - u' , ... _. ••. V - U ._.._ V ._, ..&.41.,I, eye aft,er exposure 
~ . 
to coarse flicker, but that the fff did not drop 
significantly in the unexposed eye. The fff for the 
(51) . 
< • ·l . '" "<. 
... 
-~- ' .- ... ~--- .. 
• ' \ ". ,• • _. .. 1 • -· • ~ ) " .,, - \ ~ 1 . 
... - 1!. .. 
;,: 




111 II II II 
exposed eye rose during the period of exposure to steady 
light, reao11ing ~ level not significantly different from 
-
" 
.·. -the p1')e=-expo·sure le.v~l: ·of the standard descend.i11g fff after 
• ..t ~. 
_thre~ minutes accumulat,ed. exposure to steady light. 
_____ ;. -------
-~----;_ -. 
-· · l Experimental Session 8 was included as a pilot study 
and was intended to provide an ·~ndication as to wr1ether 
the central nervous system as well as a peripheral 
mechanism was involved in the drop in fff observed after ..... ·~ ... 
exposure to coarse flicker. It was assumed that this 
. 
,, ~J~~ 
effect might be transmitted through pathways in the ( 
central nervous system and also affect the level of fff 
in the unexpos·ed eye. On the basis of the ·above· resu1t·s 
it is concluded that the effect of exposure to coarse 
flicker on fff was not transferred from the exposed to 
the une.xposea eye. Howeve1·, t,he ff f in tl1e unexposed 
eye did drop consiste11tly, and . the dif-ference observed 
in,. the unex.ps_-sed eye, · after ·ten minutes accumulated exp.os-· 
i 
.,. 
. ... . ·~ -'., ·- ,'-;:.:;.'...""...; 
: ,,,. ure ~o c_oarse flt_cker for. the __ . ~~posed. e_ye, · w-as. v.e-ry close- · -- -- .. ---~---· .. · ... :- ____ · _______ .. ________ ; __  
to being significant. This sug~ests that the effect is 
, 
:,,., delayed and mi~ht have been .. obse-r,1eo if a longe1~ perioci 
of exposure to coarse flicka1~ l1ad beer1 used for t~e 
experimental sessiono 
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to t::,11.e ·, unexposed eye 1:1ould provide a measuremen.t oi_;. _,. · 
activity within the central nervous system, a further· . 
' . . ' 
- ' 
experiment us,i>4ng a ~o~ger pe_i~to.cl,_ ·~}f ~.e}tp_OSl)!J~e to coarse-
- " 
4 flicker would seem de~irableG It is speculated that 
~ 
,, 
_____________________________ _ _ _such an ~effect might be d.elayed and n1ay. b~ or _s:1 lesser· ·----~---.------_---- ----=- -·- .--
•. 
__ .. -
. , .... ~ ... -,--,.',--.---·--·-""'· -· 
·-
- ~ . .. . ... "; 
I 
·....: .. .,_ 
r 
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The object of the experiment was to collect more 
-definitive data in regard to a drop in fff induced by 
exposure to coarse .f liclcer so tl1at the drop in £ff 
might be considered within the framework of a theory 
of fatigue and adaptation, using the following criteria: 
Time relations differ, as adaptation develops more 
quicl{'lY tha_n fatigue and -r~covery is almost instantaneous 
on reraoval of the stimulus. A nerve, v1hich has adapted 
to a state of complete unresppnsiveness "to a constant 
stimulus, has ability to respond instantl3r to an increase 
··1n intensit:y of s't-irnulus, v1h-ereas a nerve fatigued to 
unresponsiveness cannot be excited by any change in 
• ... ' 4 i .· stimulus intensity. 
An electronic instrument consi~ting of a glow 
modulator tube and a regulating mechanis1n, t1hich allows 
-(53) -
. ·, ! 
·.i; 
·' 
.•. - -.-,.- c.,:.o;;c ••.••• -< o-•• · .• ---'·'· 
. ~ ' 
. 
. 
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-
--- ... - . 
the frequency -a.,d other pr~perti?S. of the light -emitted 
fron1 i-;pe glovv modi1lator, tt1be to be varied. v1as ilJ.Sed for 
. ~- ~ 
.. l . .... 
•. 
th ~~f d t . t· Th ~~~ d ~ 0 t· d e 11 e erm1na ions •. · e 1ri e ermina ions were-ma e· 
under artificial fluorescent lighting, and room 
...... 
---··--·--- ~---.::-··:c=··,cc--:.~·:-------~·,;-.il-luminat.iGn ap13i~e~'f.!r11a~ecl fifteel1 ··Inte-rn·ationa~l. Ca~dle·s.-~""~=--- ·: -·· ···--- \:~---- · ---- ·· 
0 
The st1bject,s t"lere te11 1nale undergraduate student·s 
within an age range of eighteen to twenty-three years. 
Six subjects had normal visiori; two. were nearsighted; 
'-· 
and two were farsighted. ) The subjects \tith visual . 
,< 




The instrument was set at a ~ight:dark ratio of 
· 50:50, a brigl1tness of 50, and a test patch area 3 mills. 
in diameter was used. The fff determinations were 
made by the discontinuous method using steps of one 
cycle per second ~nd a one second exposure time. 
;""'; 
;:'- "),";_. --·, ., Ascending fff .determinations were begun at e:cposure to 
a frequency of fOtir~e~n fl~She~ -per second 9 and descend-
-
' 
ing fff deter1ninations. i,re1 ... e 1;,egun. at exposµ.r~. tQ .st .... ;~·- _ 
; ~ 
·······"· --- . 
~··--·a-. .., .... , ........... ···"-· ····--··--··~ ........ ~ ... ~-·--..--·· -~., ... ,. ··-•· ... . 
frequency of fiftyeafi ve flasl1es per second. Coarse 






... . . . 
operationall.y deftned as a frequency of fifty--fiv:-e flashe$ ··· 
f . . ... e. .-.;. 
per second. 
..... 
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The exper·iment was designed as a series of repeated 
observations using each siib5ect as his ov;n controle · The 
..; 
com12lete f?Jtperirnen~ reqtli~e9 eight h~lf 11ou_1~ e,tper·imental 
sessions fo1~ eacl1 _st1bject o E::cp9rirnental Session l_ was 
-·used t.o· .fam.iliarize ~~h~ untrained Sl1bjects with the met_hod 
---- - .. -- -- -- .. --- ---- - -- - ------...- -- -. -- - ---------- -
of deterrnining fff. During the other experimental sessions 
standard ascending and standard descending fff determin-
--
ations were made to determine the pre-exposure_ level of ~~ 
-
,_r 




:! fff. These were followed by a 
accumulated exposure to.coarse 
ten minute period of 
flicker and · subseJently 
_,... " II 
~ 
;: .. •:, ~. 
....--~· .. 
¥' 
by a ten minute period of exposure to steady light. 
Experimental Session 2 was used to obtain a general 
picture of the drop in fff induced by ~xposure to coarse 
flicker and the possible rise in fff during subsequent 
_ exposure to steady light by means of systematic 
observations made at two minute intervals during the 
period of- exposure to coar~e flicker and at or1e minute 
. . ' 
"O 
. W- ·•• -: .">. ·~ .. - ~ '~ . . '._·. • 
-'"-·-·-·-----· · .·----interva-ls dt1ri-ng t·he period of e1tposure to steady light--.----~··---·-·:-··:-----=--~:··'.·-'~--_.---;-i-:: _____ _ 




obse1~vatiot1s of Experirn~ntal Session 2, but with a single ··········· _ _ __ , 
• • • • • .. ,t .. :4 .. • .. • ~ ""! .. .. ... ... ~ .... ~ .... ... ... ... ... .... ...... .... ~ .,. ... :'ll!tt ... • • .. • J4!I ... ...., Jal -- ... "fl!ll I( 
interupticn of ~he period of exposure tc coarse flick~r, 
and were· used to control for the po.ssibility that 
repeated interruptions of the period of exposure to '·J 
• ________ :,.. '"",i;I·~··· ·-~ 
(55) 
t;...:-_..· : ••, ... 
. , . 
' :.:. ... 
. i 
I 
, - -.- -- .. ~ ·:.-- .-'·':·~:,. ·--
- --------------~- ---------~--.-,,---~-/ ·---- - -
. __ ,.,:,_:,,.; ;'..:~; ,:;:_. __ ·\ -~.:-;i;._:;::,;,,:,/:·>...:·-.-
· coarse · flicker migh~ affect the drop · in rrr. 
. · ·~ Experillleiltal Sess:J.o.n 7 _in'V'olved a change in the· 
, ' ' ~ .. ~ 'I' 
. ' 
----------···--· ··------ ·· --- ······--- -- ------------- ··brightness ··or the emittea·~1ight·,-··-but· -·th"e-·····resul·t·s-.--.. are--· ···: ~-----·-·;·--~--~,-~-~--~~----,--·~<,-·LC,. 
' ' 
>( ~- • 
"' i'-" 
- ·~ .. 
~ . '·-· 
<(; •• 
. ,· 
.... . ·- . 
. . 
_···: ; . 
--., 
inconclusive, because the bri~htness .. of tl1e emit_ted 
-
J.igl1t cannot be expressed·· in ter1ns of a g~nerally a.c:c~pt-
*' 
able measurement of brightness. 
i~onocular ff,f --.dete-rminations were )Jiade ·· throughout 
J ' I 
' . 
~· Experimental Session 8; but only o.ne. eye .was __ exposed to 
the coarse flicker and the steady light. Corresponding 
mondcular fff determinations were obtained from the 
·unexposed eye. This experimental session was intended 
to provide an i·ndication as to ,,1hetl1er the cent1Aal 
nervous system as iiell as a peripheral mechanisn1 was 
involved in the observed drop in fff after exposure to 
coarse flicker. It was assumed that this effect might 
be transmitted throu·gh· pathways in the central nervous .. 
~~< 
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'-( 
The grand mean of the pre-exposure ascending rrr 
n.-
det erminat ions (N equals !i-00) is )7,24 flashes per second 
.. 1'* .. • .. ., • :P_ •. !' •.• • • , .. # .- • • I Iii _,,- • ' ~ f • ... '.' I -f 
· h d , ' -" · · (, ~ , 9 "l . , h . .. -" \flt __ i a stanara aev1at1on O.L .... "J f ..... as~es ner_,-seccnu. 
. . I ·. . .. ~ .. .-; ..... .. 
\, 
The granc!,,JR!lan, o:f/,,the ire-exposure 'descending fff determ .. 
inlt.i~ was 37.~o flashes per second With a standard · 
--.. - . . .. - ··- ·--' - ·--· ··. . ---- .. ·-·- __ , ----- .'. - . 
, ( ,56) 
~ 
; ..... ':' 
•, .'·; ':•" 
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-deviation of 2.99 flashes per second. The level of.the 
pre=e1tposu-re fff deter~inatio11s is -~ow for normal subjects 
to the resul·ts of .other authors. using similar metl1ot1-s. 
· The drop in fff.during· exposure.to coarse flicker .Q • 
•. 
- . . .•.• 
- -------------:- ..... - -.-----·---;------------
in Experimental Sessio·n 2 vvas 2o90 afte1~ tv,o minutes; 
4.10 after four minutes; 5oOO after ··-six minutes; 5.00 
~. 
-~ after 8 minutes; and 5 020 flash·es pe·r second after ten 
\ minutes accumulated expos~re to coarse flicker. 
.. 
. )' , ' Statistical t·ests··1ndicate that a significant drop 
tn rrr, is observed after two minutes of exposure to 
·coarse flicker,- the fff dro-pping further until ten ·minutes 
accumul.ated exposure to coarse ~licker have elapsed~ The 
further drop in fff is not sigpificant after six minutes 
.. accumulated exposure, and indicates that a limit of 
adaptation to a constant stimulus had been rea~hed. 
, 
; ... I 
.... 
Repeated .. o~serv~ tions f {.)~ _ ~;P~!~~e~~:~i:11 . ~~ss~_QIJ. .2. ·- • - .:.... .~- -··-· .. - ---~.:--·- ...;c.,._.:.,;:-. -~---:-:-··- .~--·-!;_, _______ --- -~----~---. . - . . . ~ · ... ·:-- ·- 0. - ·- •• - .... - --· • - •• • • -l - •. .. . • , - • - • • 
did· not differ s-ignificahtly except after tv~o minute_s 
• --~•-0!~• •·--·---•,•• • ~---~~ -~•o•oO•--:-;-··~'~._~;.,.-... -.~--- ---~------- .. -.... -----
-· .. 
____ ., ,4, • ...., ...... --..... .,.-~--~--~----·-··-......0-......- .,.._._...,·---·-." ··--. -. 
~ 
- ·----- ·---·-------- - . --·--·------· 
exposure to coarse flicker. This indicates that the 
time required to obtain a single ascending fff determin-
-· 
.. e 
ation does not appear to be sufficient to act as a partial 
"recovery period'!! arid does not affect the -drop in fff. 
.,. . ····-" 
The significant difference in the drop· in fff after two , . <~~------·-
--
__ ., ___ .. --~- ~-·- -·--- ....... .,--::'-'- .. ·--· =····~···!~~ ---=-:-::::-:::::::·· . .. ~.\ .. -,- ·,('•-l'· 
--t : • " 





-·· .--- .. .:: . --·-·····---· -····,--,- ··- .-_ 
". 
minutes exposure suggests that the length of the 
accumulated exposure is related to the stability of.the 
1 Urop in fff. - 'Th~ chop in ff f during expospre to coarse 
- . 
r :liclre.r · is l~s-s -pronounced · than the d_ ·rop··--~ · ooserved lri- ·:a-ii · 
• • .... h •. 
earlier· ,experiment by S,~_.monson & Brozek. 
.A more marked. 
-· - -- - - - - - -- -- - . 
-• --·- -·- ·- ----
. . 
,. drop was obtained in the earlier experiment using a 
· relatively coarser flicker. 
The rise in fff du~fni~exposure to steady light 
reached a point after YJl1ich no significant· differen·ce 
from the p1~e-exposure level of fff was ob,served within 
,. a range of three to six minutes of accumulated exposure 
to steady light. T~e results of Experin1en-:al Session 4 
in which this point. was reach~d at ten·minutes are an 
-
exception. 
It was concluded.that the observed time relations 
support the hypotheses that the changes in fff during 
exposure to coarse flicker and subsequent exposure to 
steady ligh·t are the effect of adaptation, as the time 
- . . 
' --···-0-tV", .. ·."':it'., F.~, ~: .. -=-:..-c--"!.!>--~---:4-~~---···:' ---~~ 
•• ---- 1 • •• :.:.a ~-. ---- ·- -·- • .•.. "'--~- ·c.·------·--·· 
- ....... -. . -,. '' ,.. .. . '( .' . . • ,•·.oc··-· .. -•.••••c..,.-.--*'"'.,-· .. ~r:1"'""-. •-, __,.,...,.,.. ... __,.""C',~""-.. •• --.:--:-::-::~. 
relations are more ~apid t~an ordinarily·expected in 
'.! ~ 
fatigue. As steady .light is operationally defined as 
~ rate of.flicker and can be 
.. stimulus int_ensi ty, the fact tl1at tl1e level of the fff 
c-hang<rs s-hortly after tha stimulus changes to steady 
. ·-'-· ----·· ··:· • - • ·r··--• ----·-· ~ ;,·.-• ••.,··••··-·ni,-;:---··:•· ••-••••~•.··· ···"" 
---,... -'"- ~- --·· .,;~: ---------· ~ _:,-"'=·=~•,'='-"'"-~~~-""~ ·--~-~·-"·~- ... 
... 
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light was considered as adding support to the hypothesis 
of adaptation.-
No transfer of effect was observed ip.~xperim.e.ntal 
-~-~--~- .. , . .. ' -- . ' 
se·ssion 8. Howe-var, the fff in th_e unexposed ·eye did 
. . . 
l ' .. 
- " . . 
~-------~---- _____ dr_op consistently, al though this aro.p -uuas i n~ignifioant-
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for the unexposed eye approached significance after 
ten minutes of accumulated exposure to coarse flicker· 
for the expo~ed eye, further study is suggested to 
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APPEf\1DIX I 
, . 
An Electronic Instrument £or Determining Js ,. . . 
:-·--.. -------·-:---........ ~.:.~--·:··· .. ·-----------···---·---.. ~: . .,.c.,-.. --.. -.:-··--.···· •. _ ....... -----· 
- •• ---·---. • • • ..--- ·• ·-~- ... -~ -- :-~-~---•- ·-·~-~---~ __ ....;,._ ... ---'-·=----------------..; • .- ·1-~ n, 1·, 
\ 
. . . 
---i r .Flicker Fusion Frtequency 
' . . ' 
... 
'!'he electronic instrument uet;,d ill tb_i·S ____ experiment ____ ~--.. ,- . .,---~----.-- "T"'-- . ___ , -~~· ·~ ~ -:__: ___ , -Q------- _- .. __ -__ - --·,. --~-- --- -- . 
.. 




-~as co17tstructed by Norrnan Do Koons, Senior Te,chnical. }; · · 
4ide, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Allentown, Pennsylvania, 
' 
who folloi~ed the specificat~ions. of the appa_ratus designed 1t 
._,>'._,..' 
') ,, :-~: -~ 
· by Fritze and Simonson (1951), making minor modifications. 
As this study marked the "launcl1ingn of a netrJ instrument 
for determining flicker fusion frequency 9 a detailed 
description of its operation is included to clarify 
questions that may arise in regard to the factor of 
instrumental variation~ 
The instrument has two maj.or parts, a glow modulator 
tube, which provides the emitted light, and the separate -
regt,tlatiing equipment. -J For protection the gloltl modulator . 
.. ·------...... -·-· 
......... 
- ... --· .. --~·-.: .. ~ .. _.__,..,..,,.,. -. .- .... -- - '. -.... 
• • . I 
. . . .~· ·-· -- ~----
tube · is housed in a metal GontfJ_:in~r- 4 in_c.11:es long .t1ith .-- ----··-·--~-•---·,•·•-,"'- : - . ~---·- ~-----.................. ,,.-----•-,.-... <>"'•··· -· ---.---.-····-----,--- . 
,tr,, .. '\ 
_.., 
'-' 
ends 2 1/4 inches squareo The tube plugs into a glow 
modulator outp.ut on th'e regt:tlati,ng ~quipment, and an 
extens:ion cord ni..T1e feet in lene:th allows the emitted - - ·- -· ...., 
light to be used in a variety of positions at a distance 
{;, 
t~. from the regulating mechanism. /I " Fot storaget"and testing 
I . - -·--· -· -· ..... -- ---,---------·-·--·- --- .. - ... 
.. - ·-.- - -----;-~-·- - . ---~ __$.~...::.--~- .. ~~----=---'-""c-·-.-.. ~ 
.-': 
~ 





- s· - C •. -: ., ....... u .~ ...................................... . 
••.• "::"'i;;;;:: ~ 
' .~ 
.··'~,· 
with the tube in a fixed position, the container is 
- ·'" 







. • - . . . ,. ... 
... .. ... . .• . ... . ... .-., .. ,.., ............. ~• ,,. ··" .• , .. ··-'-•-.... .i. ••• -..:~--:;'; .. ,.,~. :,;.., •• "'.·,·:~---; ,e~.c·:·-· '··:·····-··:-_ ·:. ,. The pegs can be ~ 
' .. 
. ~ jacked. up oi1er ~ a distance of 1/2 inch to adj.ust the · 
' .i 
l . ' 
.,, ·, 
---- ~ -:---~-~--~---- ---"";--:;-= -" ·---~-----~~ . .- -·-- { 
f 
-·- r-~,,-·-- - • ··-----.--, . 





container by a clamp and ·: screw set in a slot so that 
the tube may be moved to vary the test patch area 
, ... -f.:rqm_~J~l mms. to 6 nuns. in diameter. The light appears 
' 
. . 
more homogenous with the smaller test patch area •. · The 
front of the container is scre~red in place and can be 
remov~d to insert screens and plates to vary the lighting. 
The lighted end of the tube fits agai~st a window 31'4 
inch square.. It was observed durin~ ~he . ·J'.?rep~ration for 
- I .. \" . . 
the exp''eriment that the light from a bare glow modulator 
tube has a corona, and this unwanted feature was 
minimized by use of a frosted glass diffusing screen. 
·The regulating mechanis!n is contained if! .. ~ t;l'.l~tal 
_, 12 inches long. The instrument is portable and weighs 
about 15 poundso The top of the carrying case is 
.. ' ~ . proitided 1~1ith a handle and t'fith. holes _for tl1e $p1-iing 
. r 
-pegs from the tube. container, so th~t the con1plete 
... 
.. ' 
, • i~ ... -- . 
r . 
...... . . 
~ 
' l j 































·appara~us can be stored or moved as a unit. Each side 
. ...•.... , .....• --=-=---·=·> =--==~· 
II 
·.-·.- ,,..._. .--- :-· - ,., -·- . '!• - . ···~ -~ ~ . ' 
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of the carrytng case has two rows of six slits to allow 
f' 
----
. :for air circulation to_ cool the apparatus while ·it is in_ 
' - ,,. ., use. The back of the carrying case·· ii µiade of· metal I -~~~ 
. I u,;,·-~, .• , ... ,'. ···•:,.·•'-'····'"''-"'··"''~- !!'-. 'ljl ' • • ,,_ ' ' ., • 
---'"'""'- -····''"""~-, -·>·--c· .,. '·, ,-.;,-- '. •• --:...·. ' .... ·- : . . . .. : . "!.-· . - . . .•. , ...... - . i · .. '. ,· --~--.. . •. - ,., --~. . ... ·-__ -_·. ,.~::r . .,,.,, .iE!-""~ .. -~1.J·'-'."''.'' ,. • .-.- .. 
-I 
---· - ~ - -- . - -
---·--·- -
. - . . 
-· - ...... 




screening to -~llow for furth~r air circuiat,ion, and has, 
. ,.. 
a small re~ctangular opening~ at the center bottom to - r '<.. • • . -.-------~-·-- -·-~~---. ·- --·: ___ .·--···-"··--.. ·--· 
. i 
; 
allow access to the fuse o _- .. rhe front of the ,carrying case 
is fitted with the dials and switches which regulate the 
· ·emitted light, and is shown in a diagran1 o·n the fol.low-
• 1ng pa~eo 
Power is provid,,ed by plugging the six foot extensiQn 
cord from the regulating mechanism into an ordinary 
e~ctrical outlet, _and can ~e turned on ~nd off by the 
POWER ON switch. The plug in marked GLOW MODULATOR 
OUTPUT transmits the desired current to the glow modulator 
""' tube. The kziob marlced CAL. FREQe .allo~,s one to calibrate 
the frequency at 60 cycles- or any of its harmonics or sub-
- - ... ,\ I_ ~-
r-~· · ---
... -----
-. __ .. - -
harrnonics. As the flicker is irregular until t.h~ ins~~tl .. ___ .·------~-.----,-- --~---·----------,---~ 
--~-
ment 1.'\Tarms, the green wavering light labelled CALIBRATE 
. - -"· ··--•.-·•;.~ ......... -.. ~-·.'• __ ................ ·~-~:;..··· . -~ .. ~-·--··- ____ ,, ___ _ 
AT 6Cl CYCLES is convenient in that it becomes regular -
shortly after the emitted light is operating properly 
-
Once warrned the instrun1e.nt. c.ani be operated for at least 
- .... 
~· 





. . .... . 
an hour wit-hout excessive heating,- but it requires short 
~- . III 
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. _- coo1.ing periods if used more extensively • . -·-· ':, • 
~ 
-- . __ · ·, TI1e brightne:rs·s: of t~he emitted ··light· may be set ·or 
' f' • 
_· -- _ ·~. ·· varied by turning the dial labelled BRIGHTNESSo.. The - - .. -·.: ~. 
·------ •- -'- ·- ··--·--·-- ··.-·----- -· .. -· 
·---- - --------·- __ ... _~--· _ _. _____________ -·- - . . - . 
..... - ··---- -~---: ___ -/ 
. ,· ' - . 
. 
, - .;·:-:.br:j.1th:tn~ss ,scale was .calibrated to a light:dark ratio of 
'. 
~ .. 
-·------ --- ···-··· .. ·--.-----------~. 
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[ I . 
r 
I 1 to 100, which r-E!presents a change of ten times in · I 
intensityo Wbile a glow modulatoI'tube emits a bright I 
\1 light of_ miJcced .characteristics at a maximum current flow, 111 
it has the disadvantage that the light becomes yellow, 
\ 
orange and then red l'1ith lo~1er intensities o So far no 
method has b.een found to remove this un~1an·ted coloring. 
#' / . 
:,/ 
At present, the" small area-~ o·f the emit,ted light and the 
lack of an extremely sensitive illuminometer prevent an 
exact statement of brightness in terms of International 
Candles. \fuen these measurements are obtained, the 
·instrument may be used to determine fff by varying the 
-brightness at a set fr_~qu~~~Y~~ -~nci agj_µs.tm~nt.s . in . 
brightness can be used to compensate for the effect of 
. ~· ···--. - ·--.,,.~ -··- .. . .. . .. . -
. tr 
-"----~------___..,..., . ...--·-~'T .. --.. - : -.-~----
. 
. . 
. -····------··-··-··--·~ . - ' - - _____ " __ , ......... . 
~ I '," • 
changes in light:dark ratio on the emitted_ light. 
The LIGHT DARK RATIO dial permtt.s cha11ges in light: 
. ·- ... r-:c -
.. - ---·------
- .. ~·---·~----·-···"- ---·· -· .. -
flicker frequency has three ranges: range A from 14.to -· · 
V 
~ .. .. -,.;... .. . :. ' 
: ' "'"-T· 
:~. 
•·. . . 
-- -------------·-----
- - . -
-- ·- ·- -·- ---- -
' . 
----·- ~ ----- --- ~ - ' 
I 
• 
• •• - • • • • ' - ....... . . • •. ·- ' • - - :ia;.. -- -
·-···r -.. : 
. r_,."': . 
" second; and range C from 59 to 120 flashes per second. 
- - - \ 
. 
. 
. The 1:"ttange is set by turning the FREQUE~JCY RJlI\JGE 1't119b 11 • .. It '1 . 
( • ' • 
- '-
and the frequency is varied by turning ·the FLICKER FRE-
. ---r 
. . . ., . 2 
- ,· QUENCY dial. Under s·ome oircumstance.s tl1is arrangement 
J . ·. - " .... 
. ._ .-- " 
~---~ 1 -·------ ----<:;r-------- .. is inconMenient, . as the timing of .,cl1e sr"ce1)s using tl1e 
=--·J 



















-. -~----· -~---·- ·- ·-· ~--- ,... __ . - - - -
'4...l. 
-. 
arises when the subject 9s fff lies in a range ·other 
-
than the original setting, as several seconds elapse 
- . 
. . during the fff determination beifore the frequency can 
be set at the desired range. 
A circuit diagram is provided on the following 
page, and. the reader is referred· to Fritze and Simonson 
(1951) for a technical description of the instrument. 
.. ,f ·-·--·-··--···-----··--·-···-· -----··----- -
_--;, .. 
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RAW DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS 
__.c__, - ... ,,.,...,_.,,_,,_ .. ..-~~•-.-...-· - O ----•6.,___...,... .. ~ ......... .__........ 1 -~--~~·-·L~-·--,..-..-k---~·~~,- 4:..4_·_-_-__ _ 










. ........ ,,...:,.· l,". r...·.,..,4"~. - .......... . 
,j':i). 
,. 
... :'"'-.A..:.-.•·-·· ...... ---·.· .. --.····.-·. ,. ,...:.:; -:·:""' -'".·-- .. --·~-,...._· ... -·. -..:- --~·-- - · .. ··-., ··~·-"" ·---- . -· , ".~---:i-·- ··-~------
. . ·' .· .. - . . .. ------ . -- ... --~-------------·- ------
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--"----~------'...,-~--,-,--,-,-c-c--:--..,.;.;~-~--~---,.,....---.,.._...,... __ . --- '' -----·----------------~---~---
1. 
•. 
-· - . " - _;:; - .-:.-.. ,-, .· ..... · ~ .. -: .. _ ..: .... .ao---·- --~- ·~- -·-·--· -'. -· 
-.. -... ,""'::;·'.- ... ·z~-"--~ 
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. DATE AND TirJJE ··oF ·TEsTII\JG · 
" . 
··- :._ __ .I 
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- --- - - - - ·----- -·- . -··--" _:__.,_• ---"--
"--·:_J: 
12:30 p.m. April 29, May- 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12, ·14· :1 . ' . . :1 
. ~ - ----~-- -- - ---- !] .1 4 
• • . (Ret~st -Session 7, May 26) · 
. ~ .. . .. ' 
·-.- -.c. "'.", .... -"····4---===::-·,··--- ~- -·· _., .-.~------~--:..,:"::·-_··- .. --·; 








4 · 11:30 
















April 29, May 2, 4, 6-, 9, 11, 13, 16 
April 30, May J, 5, 7, 10, 13, 14, 17 
I 
May 2, .I+, 6, 9, 1,1, 13., 16, 18 
April 29, ?v1ay 2, 4, 6, 9, 14, 16, 18 
,-
April 30, May 7, 5, 10, 12, 15, 17, 19 
May 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 17, 19 
May 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 16, 17, 19 
May 3, 5, 10, 12, 14, 17, 19, 20 
May 2, 4, 7, 9, 13, 16, 18,: 20 
.-. . . - --· ~-. 
.. -~---- ..... -~ . . . .. ' 
RA.NDOM OFlD~R . OF EXP~RD1ENTAL SESS~ONS 3 'l'HROUOH .. 6. 
·· Subject 
Number 
~ 'r .. 
. ' 
Session Numbers· · 
In Order Given 








. . --- - . - - - ... ----· ............ -,.- --~---- --··---.--- .. -- -----· 
,,. '--- .. 
. . ,r -· -~·:-·--·~-~----.:..~ -~-=- • '._ _7 •· .. =i .·· • ·. --~~ ~ ' .·6 ' 5 i . J, . , .. ·•· -·- . . ..... ·, .... _._ -~-- .. -· • ··J-, .. 4, 6 ,: l-- · --~·-·--:--:-:~C:..-~-: • • --· ---
' 
\'"'"""' -.~ -- - - -- - .-. t. - ---; _ ____:___ ---- -------- --
\ ---- ...r 
x-- 4,, 3, 6, 5 7 5, 6, 3, 4 
' '' ... . 3. 3.,. 6, 5, 4 ' ,. '! • ~ ! • • . 8 4 3 6 5 .,.,. , .... , ·'-· .. , 
"· .... 
·• . ~~4 - ~-- .. h~ . 6 L._-
~-' ~' .. ' ..,. 
-~9 ..,.._.,,,. if ) , .: - ... J U- .:J ' .I . :, ' -•·· •,-,-· ,.. - .. - .-~~ .. ,,. ~-,- , __ -· -~ -~ ..... -··· ·- •.. ' . ~ .. '.. ~: '. 
S 3, 5, 6, 4 10 6, 3 I 4, s 
·~ 
i:B.· 
• .i., ) 
.. --.--··-- -~---·-4·· ---... -,__ !!1.=:111":!!':::"'i:'l:':!':'T"""-==-=-= ·-· .__;._· • ..:: ....... _,_.,, .. _ 
= 
·- - -_. - - . ' .. - -_-· ... -
._. --· -.----- --- -·- - ---~------- -----------
_· I 
·~--
., ,_ - \ ' •• ' -'=,:;-.:,.~ . .--:-;., ' - . - • • ... ~ '. ,' •• • .... 
: .·.... : . ', ·.-;.: . 
• ;, -.:._..:__i__'-. ...:.~.'· -·'-,-.:I,,..:., . .'- -;··· ... · .. ,,•.·.:,'• --:(' _• ~·-•· ,· ~ .. -...:,=_·: ..... -·- -,.·_· _ _,, .··-i..,;_ i-=:; •• ·_ .~-· ~'"?7',~-.. ·--0-· ._.- .... •.·; '"7:· 
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'' I I . ·~ I . 
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, , , ,,- ' ~ . .. • • . , . I 
1
, · ASCENDING F'FrF nEll'ERMINATioNs BEFORE EXPosm!t./To COARSE FLlcKEJ 
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/ . . 
· lA: 
' 
: )4 34; 
- 34: 3·6! 
34· 36; 
36: · 3:4 
.341.;50' 35 .oo 
. 14-2: 37, ·. 
. 37: 3.g 
1~2· 3 g 
. 37: · 39 
.391. 50· 38 .010 
ll-6. J:$ 
;l'9. 3:7 
.. JS·: 318,. )16: 3'8i 
)7.25· 37.71 5: 
: J.li.: 3'7( ' 
)Er 37 
· 36: 36 
.1s· Ji8 
-' . 3·6. c·r 37 .oo·: . " .. ,• :_:L 
~ 
. ~5· 36~\ 
,.J ' ' 
: 36: J6, 
. :; .5. 37 
: )7' 37. 
'3 5 · ,·,5 · 36.50 
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'1 i ( ":a 
Experimental Session NUnJber 
























































41 ,- 41 
41 •. 25 I 39.75 
36 37 
36 37 





















35 • ·. 37 37~ 391, 
35. 75 , 36.501 
. fJ.2 391 
42 -3.a: . 
40 42: 
42 39, 








39 '· 37:* 
38 <,39:* 
39 40* 
.3a.~50 , J:8.25~c 
3·7 36 
37 37 
38 37 . 
38 37~ 
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,' ; • C . 





I 3 9,:c '· 
39~:( 
3 g:::: 















i 36~:c ,· 
I ·36~!~ 
' "'""" 
36.00* ..... '. : 
* in(d4cates the eye tp be exposed to coarse £licker and steady 1;ig;ht i . · 
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36 35 .36 
36 37 -35 
jd ):4 37. 36 
:~ 37 37 . ·36 
JMea:11 · ··35,.75 36.5q· 35.75 
3 ·4 

















5 6 7 : -~8L SR 
37 36 37 ··35* 35 
3~ 38 38:·'. ~ '35* 35. 3 37 37 ·. 3'4* 34 36 38 .39 35* 35 36.7; 37.25 37.75 )4.75* 34.75 
· 40 40 41, ,,.·, 40, 37* 
.39 39 43 37.; 36* 
.41 · 41 40 . ' .38 1 37,~ , ... ' I, 
,.42 42 40 • . 37 37:{< 40.50 40.50 ~t.oo 318.00 · )6.75* : . (,, 
" 37 38 38 .37*' 37 38 39 39 • 39* .. 38 37 38 .38 139* 39 38 38 39 · • · 38* 38 37.50 38.25 I 38.50 J\8-.~25* 3s.oo 
35 35 36 :37* 36 36 38 35 34* J6 36 36 36 34* 135 37 37 38 35* 36 J6.oo 36.50 36.25 35.00* 35.75 I 
' ' 
!L() ; Jt J;' 5~ ~l 5; Ji 5g . 5i : 5;: 5~ t )6 . ~-· 3 8 : · .3 6 3 6 3 6, 3 7 J 7 3 5 , 3 7* . 3 7 
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DESCENDING FFF DEiTERMINATIONS BEFORE EXPOSURE TO COARSE FLICKER: . 
Subject 






















. . .·• . I ~ ~ I 























, 38 . 38 
39. 75 ;38.00 
• -~ I 
Exp1erimental Session Number 
3 . 4 5 6 
35 36 34 34 
36 . 40 35 37 
37 39 36 37 











·, 40 41 44 
-40 42 39 
41 43 44 
39 43 43 
40.00 42.25 42.50 
37 37 37 
37 37 37 
37 .38 37 
38 37 ·36 

















"!, l . 
SL 8R 
35 · .. 










· 36 33* 
... 
,)6·. .34* , , 
36 34* · : 









39 40 3:9 41 
·40 















, . ~319. 3:7 
'.3$~?5 37.0'0 
' 
37 40 40 
40 3S 3:8 37 
44 
40.50 
41 40 43 







39· ~ 37 
39 37 
39 37 38.75 37.90 
,37* .· .39 
-~l* ~ 43 
~l* 38 
J9.'75* 39.00 
r~~ .. _. 
f;l 7· .· . . ":l 5* ! . 1;1 _.,,, . [ . 
B6 35* .\ 
136 35* · 
J7 35* 
J6.S·O 35.00* 









. . ,· ',_·_ .. '·--: 




• •• 1 ' 
' .. l 
~ i 
)· ·. : ·. ,_, : '2 ' -. 













. _... ·..!" 
I 
. . • 
.-,:,~· 
,.a::·1 






J :i . i . j ; 
'\, 
) l ' •'q . 
' . l I 
. i ' . . ~ 









, I Sub~jlect I Experimen~al Session Number 1$ Numb1er lA 2 3 i 4 5 6 7 8L- 6R ' . ' 
! 
6 3S 36 " 34 34 34 35 35 34 . 34* .33, 33 3S 35 35 35 . .35· .36 35 33* 33. 
· 34 5g 34 35 35 34 36 34 33* 33 3~- 34 ;,, 36 35 34 36 35 · ... 33* 33 I I 1 :Mean1 33.75 35.25· 34.25 Jt5 .50 34.75 3t;.. 50 3 5 •. "l':J 34.50 33· .25* -33 .oo 
• • 
'1 L,.8 41 ·41 40 39 41 38 41 .. ·3'6 JS* !;2 37 39 40 37 39 39 39 37 37* I • I 
.37 41 40 3g 37 40 40 40 ~37 ·36* ' " r 40 39'. 40 43 3$ 40 40 41 36 - 39~l. 1 ""If" M J 41 •. 75 39.50 40.00 4ro.25 37.75 40.00 39.25 40-.25 36 -~50 .3 7. 50~~~ ;.ea1n.1 J I , . 
38 1g1 43 35 37' 37 38 42 .39. 40* 37 i . .I ; I :41 36 37 38 37 39 40 ,41 40* 40.-37 38 ' 37 38 41 42 :40* 39 l 5 37 ' ...... I 
·37 37 38 .. i 39 39 38 . 41 39 '38* 37 .. ' -,Mean 41.::50 36.25 37.25 318.00 37.75 38.25 41.00 40.25 3Q .• 50* 38.25 '. 
' 
·9 3() 37 .35 34 34 34 35 36 34*' 32 ,; .. 3"' 36- 36 34: 36 35 .)5 35 . ,32* 3·2 ... ,)36 38 36 34 .35 35 35 35 . 33* 33 ~ 
.37 37 37. : 34 35 36 )6 34 •· 0 33* 30 <>i Mean 36.ioo 37.00 36.00 34 .• 00 35.00 35.00 35.25 35.00 33:.oo~r 31.75 
10 41 43 4.2 36 37 38. 37 38 ; .36* ·34 
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.ASCE,NDING FF~ DETERMINATIONS AFTER EXPOSURE TO COARSE tlJlCKER -
. ~ 
The ze:ro point -is the -standard ascending :rrr determinatiion, • i.e. the . 
I 
, 
· · mea:n ;of the four as·cending fff determinations 1nade before exposiu~te· ito coarse 
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. I -~--:* :ini:ic,ates tr.he eye ~xposed to : coarse flicker ' . . ' ,, iJ 
- 'I -. 
:1 ·. I 
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Experimental Sess~ion Number ; 4 · 5 6 - 7 2 l 
:,Ei.oo -J8 .oo 37.75 38.75 .38.75 38.50 ' . ; 37 35 









. : 35 

























































.,*· :b!Ueates the ·~ye eX!l)ose_d to coar·se .fl.icker 
.,.. 1· . 































36;7;;5 ~-. .36.00* 
3S 33* 
34.75* 34.75 
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Ascendix1g r:fr de1;ermlinations after e]Gposure to coarse flicke,r J contiiiued·. i 


























t · · 331 
33 
i. 34 
- f' 34 
I' 
\ ' [ 3\5~ 75 
. 33 
32 
i 31 32 .·. 

































T I l . ; . I' 
: j 
Session Number , .; . 
6 7 . ~alt 
3s.25 38.so JB.25* Jt.oo 
37-36 35 . ) . ( 
. J 
I < 













. ,: ' ill/' 
1: 
ci 
331* · 3.3 
. \ 
37 .• 25* 37.50 





* indicates the . ey: ~xpo,sed to · cparse .flicker 
,j , •: 
. l ' 
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DESCENDir,JG FFF DETER1vITNATI0NS 
DURING EiPoSiJRE To · STEADY LIGHT 
. /' -
. J _;,. 
. ~ , 
6 ' . 
.. 
. ..,. . 
. :· .:~-- ... "·.~ 
---· ---------- - ·, ·( Not e • 
------_ . ~ ~--- .. -·· -- . - ..... The zero or reference point is the standard ·. -. . - C-----:-----
. ., . ' ' 
descending fff determinati.9n1 i.e. t_h~ mean of the __ _ ___ _ 
four descending ff'f determinations made at the · 
. 
¥: -· ~ ..... , ~ . . 
beginnirig of the experimental session befote exposure 
to coarse flicker or steady light.)· . . , 
..{ 
.......... -· " / 
· · Subject Number 1 \ '£"-· .:,) ,,. ',o 
·, 
~· 
~- ····---- ' 
•• ' • •i 
. 
- . - ___,...... .... _ .. .,,.,.,..-._._,.,.,._._,._~,;-~ ..... -- ... ,,..,..,..:......_, _____ ,,_.~---,- ----~ ., .. -•.,-~ .. -. ..,--,- ··--··· 
"' . 
Sess·ion 
Number 0 1 
Minutes Exposed ~ 
8 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
2 37. 50 35 
3 36.50 36 
4 38.50 36 
5 35050 38 
6 36. 50 38 
7 
C 35.75 33 SR 37050 35 
38 37 37 36 38 36 38 38 .36 35 35 36 36 37 35 36 38 36 38 36 37 37 38 37 39 38 .38 35 37 36 38 36 37 38 37 36 36 37 37 39 39 38 39 39 3~g 33 37 36 35 36 35 36 .35 35 
.37 36 3g 36 
Subject Number 2 .. J ' : •• 
Session 
Number 0 Minutes Exposed 1 2 . J - 4 - 5 6 7 g 9 10 












__ -.'!I_ ... _·.:,\.~------- .•• ,·-,_ ... ___ ~ '. l 
11 
! 
I I· i... • -
l 
I - --- - ~ -· -- -· .:_ 
t 
i 




4 7. 2 5 3 5 3 7 3 7 . 3 7 3 9 __ 3.9.... 4:i. - 44__ 41. 40 - ,,__________ -•y, ···------ -
· -39;·75. -35 ·::··37·-~. 3-g~ -.· ·3-~ - ,,1··· 37 · J$ · 40 · 40 , 42 ~ ·~-----··----",: 
40. 00 3 6 3 6 , 3 8 3 7 · 3 7 3 8 .. 3 8 , 3 8 3 8 3 9 . 
__ __._._ __ ....,...e,,,, ____ _ 
42.25 40 40 40 39 41 41 39 39 41 39 
42.50 .36 38 37 40 37 38 40 40 40 40 
42.00 38 39 39 ... )9 )8 39 41. -41 .. 40 40 ·-·~· 1 ••_~.·~.-,~r;-'~ 
38.50 34 35 35 36 38 
7 
. 8R .. 





-·· --'--.-,·---:-:-·--·;:·.'" ... ·~---·- - _ .. _ ... --.· . ----~ - . '>. '. · ..... '~-~---. -_ -






. ~ .. 
. r• 
I 
f l . 
I 
l . :. 
',: 
.... 




- •• -• ----··--·- - ·---n~-~--~ 
. . ·< 
., 
. ,- ... ' ... - ~- ~ ~-
~=-..i:::t;::I I IIIL...i=l=:5?'! ~~--~-- .== 1' 
... . . 
. ...::--· -·, 
. Desce}nding fff detern1inations 
\ 
. 
' during expoSUre to . st:eady light, continued. · 
.. 
' 
· ,. _ .. Subject Numbe.r i-
.. 
····....;.,- . . 




.. . "- . -
- - - ---- - - -
~ .. . . 
.. 
" . ·~~ -i~ -
.. 
Session Minute.a Exp·osed 
0 
'_----Numbep~~ =0-- •- 1-""" =~- ··3 4· ; 6 -7. ··. ··8·· .. 9 --10---~-_,. ____ · . -----·----------







2 38.00 35 35 36 35 36 37 37 37 39 38 3 36.75 34 36 36 35 37 37 38 38 37 38 
-1+ 37.25 34 .35 36 36 36 36 36 37 37 37 
" 5 37.25 35 36 37 36 JS 37 37 38 37 38 6 
-36.75 34 35 36 3·6 36 36 36 36 36 36 ... ~- ~-~--7 -$ 37.00 37 36 36. 36 36 37 37 37 37 37 8R 33.75 34 35 36 36 36 " ,. 
.. 
., 
Subject Number 4 • 
. .,\ . I• 
Session Minutes Expose_d 
Number 0 1 2 3 4 ~5 6 7 8 9 10 
.-:- , ... __ 
. . 
-· -~----~-·--~--.. --... ~---·---·· --- --- .,_-· .·· ,, 
)6 36 36 ·3g) 38 3S ._ 2 37 .2-5 - 37 37 37 37 3 39.25 36 37 JS 37 37 39 38 39 39 39 4 39.25 35 36 40 39 38 39 li-0 38 40 41 5 39.50 36 J6 37 37 37 41 39 41 40 40 






- -... • • . ,.-, ;. .. .i. 
- · Session . Minutes Exposed 
. -. . N b ' . 0 l . 2 ° '- 5 z 7 8 9 10 · . - - um er -· -· - , . · · ';;,_ Hr · o .-- ··- ·-=-=-;====---==--=-::-=:~---___ -'-'-- ______ --:::-:. : __  ---·~·-"'--> =--.-· ... .. -- .. ,. . ---··- ····· ........ ···-·····• ·-------- .. : . . ..,·---- . - . -- ·c·· .. .. . .. . . . .. . ... -- . • . ... ·-··- . . . . 
.. 2 38.75' 35 36 37 3? 38 39 38 - 41 39 40 





' L 4 37.25 35 37 36 37 37. 38 39 37 39 39 
.-· ..... ·. ,~ ...• _ 5 38~25 37 -36 - · 37 _ -36··, ·· 3-7- -JS --- J-B . 37 ·- 3g, -39 
, . . i 3i5e75 3g Jr/ 38 39 39 38 39 39 38 37 
t 
! l . 
l 
1' 37.00 36 37 38 _ 37 39 37 38 39 40 4Q __ :. ·-.-~;-·"-·· ·· .. ····~~ _ ttff 35 .oo 36 36 36 36 36 . . 





. . ' l 
t ' t 
. .. . 
J I • '. - . ', ~ • • ,'. ~ 
.· " . 
r 
. ·.--·~·--•-. - -_......:__ .• -,.:· - -.. ·._r-·_ -::---·. 
·-·-=-=:::!;..-::"!c:~--~-;:_-;--..==_;- - - -~7""•-~~"r- . ....:.-"• .. r..:..---- - .. - .. - ·--:,-~~..:... --·- ' 
• •.•. ,<· :· ·.: . 
·I 
• .,_,t''?,• '" : . 





. . ' 
' 







~ ·, .. 
-1....~. 
-~ ~ ' . 
·. ~J:-ing· exposure to istea.dy light, cont-inued •. 
. . 
...) I ,..- . 
' : 
--- - ---- -~--·Subjeet Number 6 
•, ..,_ 
. . \ -
? 
) 
· ·session Minutes Exposed_ · . · · ='-·====·-=--·=·---·-~·-··· 
---~-==·------~~--~-~~--·----~N,.;Sm'-A~=-···-··- ·=··-e=·--_··-··· cc--.c.~c· __ ···, --~- • 3 ~--ti- ,, , .. ·, ~~... .- -~~7· .- · -'ff--~-~ ~9--·· --1--0~ .-~=-, =c-·cc·-·="'-'·cc.-=,··=1;i>-""'--- - ~ .Oc.a. .J. C. s- 0 0 : . ./' 
i . . 






2 .. )4.25 34 34 33 35 37 36 37 37 37 36 3 35.50 )~ 33 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 35 4 34.75 3·3 33 33 34 34 33 34 34 .3l~ 35 s ' 34.50 3li- 33 34 31+'' 34 34 34 33 34 33 I···-----
.
- - - --··--- --·- -- :. -------1-
.. 6 35.75 33 35 '31+ 31~~ 36 34 36 36 35 35 7 34.50 32 Jl:- 34 34 34 35 34 35 35 · 34 .' 8L 
.33.25 32 31 31 33 33 .. ' 
Subject Number 7 
'· Session Minutes Exposed ~ 
6 8 .. Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 9 10· 
·····- -- -- . -.- . ·-·-
....... - - .. - ----·-
• r-
2 40.00 37 37 37 36 37 36· 37 39 38 38 3 49.25 33 36 38 37 38 36 36 37 37 38 ·-r: . 
.-~· l+ 37,,75 36 35 35 J6 36 36 37 36 .37 3g ____..,./ ;,· 
, .g 40e00 37 39 38 39 38 39 39 40 39 39 390·25 37 38 37 37 3g 38 1q 37 39 37 ., ,. ut , . 7 40025 39 l;.l 38 
. 37 38 38 38 ·37 · 37. · 3,f,- _,. -':'···· .. : ..... .. ;..i··~·:;.._.-;,,\ __ ,,. -". -~, .... , ...... .,,~ . ._ ..... ~-···· .-.. --·· .. -.. "·. .. ' -- -SR 37.50 35 36· 36· (power failure) 
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